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On the comparative Anatomy of the eighth Nerve.

The eighth or auditory nerve as it ap¬

pears in the human being differs so greatly in its

mode of termination and its connections from any

other cranial or spinal nerve, and its study pre¬

sents so many problems, that it seems desirable to

attempt to obtain an explanation of its nature by

the systematic examination of its development and

relations throughout the vertebrate series. By

the careful comparison of lower forms with higher,

it will, it is hoped, be possible to throw some

light on the difficult questions of the origin,

relation and functions of the nerve as it appears

in man.

In order to thoroughly understand the

nerve it is absolutely necessary that the organ it

supplies should be thoroughly comprehended since,

in this as in other cases, the nature of the organ,

its development and modifications are the factors

which determine the history of the nerve and of the

central nervous origin of the nerve also.

To attain this complete knowledge of the

inner ear, its nerve, and its central nervous con¬

nections it is necessary to go back to the very
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earliest stages of their history and to trace

step by step the gradual processes of development

through which they pass in the vertebrate series.

The Auditory Organ.

There is now no doubt that the auditory

organ (or inner ear) is closely related to the

series of sense organs which is present over the

surface of the head and trunk in fishes and cer¬

tain amphibians, and is known as the series of/

"lateral line organs" or "canal-sense organs".

The researches of Beard and Ayers have placed

this beyond question, and long before their time

the relation had been suggested by Leydig,. Allis

and others.

These lateral line organs are e'ssentially

similar in structure to the phyiyogenetically older

exid-buds^ which are present in every vertebrate,
as little dome-like elevations, composed of several

central cells with sensory hairs and a few peri¬

pheral supporting cells. These end-buds are

scattered irregularly over the whole surface of

the body in most fishes*are limited to the oral

and nasal cavities in the dipnoi and amphibia; and
in mammals are represented only by the taste-buds

of the tongue, pharynx, and palate. They are
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innervated by the dorsal sensory roots of the spinal

nerves and of certain cranial nerves.

In addition to these "end-buds", the more

highly specialised lateral line organs are present
in fishes and aquatic amphibia. In their simplest

form they are essentially similar in structure to

the end-buds, as will be seen from the accompanying

diagram, but they differ from the related organs in

several particularsj-

(a) They are arranged in definite areas of the
head and trunk,

(b) They may become depressed below the sur¬

face, and covered, in "canals", when they
are known as "canal-sense-organs".

(c) They acquire a special function, which,
whatever its precise nature is undoubtedly
concerned in equilibration.

(d) They are innervated by a special system
of sensory nerves , which we shall call the

eighth nerve .system.

Lateral Line Organs.

In the most primitive fish, the amphioxus,

these lateral line organs are represented by certain

rod-shaped cells each provided with a hair-like pro¬

cess, which are scattered irregularly over the an¬

terior extremity of the animal. It is in the true

fishes^ however, and the amphibian that the lateral
line organs are present in their characteristic
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arrang.ement, In these classes they appear to

follow a definite plan. On the head they form

three main lines supra-orbital, infra-orbital and

hyo-mandibulai and on the trunk they are placed

along one or more lines extending over the sides

of the body throughout its whole length. In some

fishes they are placed more irregularly on the

trunk.

Although originally elevated above the

surface of the epidermis they may, in certain

fishes, become deeply placed and covered in by an

arch of epidermis, of scales(or even of cartilage.
In this latter condition, invariable for some

fishes, they are known as canal sense organs.

It is interesting to note that they remain super¬

ficial in the dipnoi, aquatic amphibia and all

amphibian larvae, that is- precisely in those

classes in which the life is not permanently aquatic,

and further when the amphibian assumes terristrial

habits these lateral line organs disappear. In

permanently terrestrial forms they do not return,

but those amphibians which become aquatic during

the breed.ing season evidently acquire a new series

of lateral line organs which must either be developed



de novo ox be a recrudescence of the old ones.

When the lateral line organs become

functionless and vanish the nerves supplying.them

also disappear and thus a re-arrangement of parts

is necessary in the nerve centres from which they

arose. These changes will afterwards be seen to

be of great importance as regards the eighth nerve,

and will be fully described later. As regards

the function of these organs, all that can be said

here is that they are evidently required for the

aquatic life of the animal, since they are best

developed in the purely aquatic fishes, irregular

in the mud-fishes, and disappear in the amphibia

when these become terrestrial in their habits.

Experimental evidence as to their function has not

hitherto been obtained, but it may be safely as¬

sumed that they are intimately concerned in the

maintenance of equilibrium, probably by the per¬

ception of the density and the movements of .the

surrounding fluid.

The origin of the lateral line and auditory organs.

The original source of the system of lateral line

sense organs is not yet perfectly clear. Beard

is of the opinion that they are developed from

certain of the branchial sense-organs which were
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originally present over each gill cleft of the em¬

bryo. He regards the auditory and olfactory or¬

gans as the only representatives/ in the higher
vertebrates, of these branchial sense organs, but

considers that the whole system of the lateral line

organs in fishes and amphibia is derived from the
branchial sense organs which were originally present

over the clefts supplied by the facial^ glossopharyn¬

geal and vagus nerves, a view with which Ayers and
Professor Swart agree in the main. Miss Julia Piatt

in a recent paper however, traces the origin of the

auditory organ bach to a still earlier stage. She

shews that in the very early embryo of Necturus, the

epithelial ridge which formed the neural crest is

replaced by three parallel ecto-dermal ridges, dorsal,

median and ventral,- which run the whole length of the

trunk.and two of which, the dorsal and the median
' /

are continued with slight modifications, on to the

head. These ridges, visible macroscopically/ as

faint lines give origin by proliferation of their

deeper cells, to certain closely related sensory

and nervous structures. From the cephalic portion

of the median ridge the vagus and glossopharyngeal

ganglia are divided off^ and the epi-branchial sense
organs of this region are formed. From the cephalic



portion of the dorsal ridge the supra-orbital chain
of sense organs and part of the Gas sextan ganglion

are formed anteriorly, and the auditory sense organ

is divided off posteriorly. The ridges seem to

become exhausted, so to speak, in the formation of

these structures and disappear, but at a later stage

in the life of the embryo, the cells of the sensory

structures in the neighbourhood of the auditory

organ again begin to proliferate rapidly^ and give

rise to the lateral line system of the head and

trunk. This system is formed by a growth for¬

wards in to the head and backward over the trunk

of a column or columns of cells which follow out

precisely the lines of the original ectodermal

ridges. The ear will thus be seen to be as Ayers

and Beard pointed out., an older structure than the

lateral line sense organs,—a fact which explains

its comparatively advanced state of development,

while the lateral line system is still only in

process of formation. It is not derived from the

branchial sense organs, but appears at the same

piriod, and while they are derived from the

median epi-branchial ecto-dermal ridge, the audi¬

tory organ is derived from the dorsal ridge.
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Before leaving this part of the subject

a suggestion put forward by Assheton is worthy of
mention. In describing the temporary ciliation

in the very early embryoes of some amphibians he

notes the fact that the cilia are strongest and best

marked along certain linesiwhose position corres¬

ponds to that of the future primitive ridges, ati^

therefore^lso of the lateral line sense-organs in
older embryoes. Assheton regards it as possible

that these ciliated cells may be the fore-runners

of the branchial sense-organs, and also connects the

ciliated vertebrate embryo with the ciliated embryo

so common among the invertebrates, looking upon the

former as a link betwsen the two great classes.

If the connection between the temporary ciliated

cells and the later sense-organs could be con¬

clusively proved it would be interesting to find

that the middle ear was an almost uninterrupted,

though highly specialised development of the

ciliated surface of the vertebrate embryo (in cases

where ciliation is present) and might further, be

a vestige of the still earlier invertebrate condition

Further development of the lateral line system

It was said above that the auditory sense

organ was developed to a certain stage while as yet
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thei'6 was no appearance of the ^isat majority of tho

lateral line sense organs. There were however

certain faint lines visible along the head and trunk

in the position of the future sense organs, indicat¬

ing the situation which these latter finally occupy.

At a certain stage of development the sense organs

already present in the areas anterior and posterior

to the ear begin to proliferate rapidly and tend to

o-row forwards and backwards along these faint lines.'o —1

In-so doing, the growth is entirely due to rapid

proliferation of sensory cells, which starts from

these given points and invades the new territory as

a solid- column, which so to speak, ploughs up the

ectoderm before it, but does not incorporate any of

the structures through which it passes. The best

description of the subsequent subdivision into

separate sense organs and the development into the

sensory canal organs is given by Ailis and will be

briefly recapitulated here, in so far as it enables us

to understand the development of the auditory organ,

which is itself simply a modified sense organ, simi¬

lar to those of the lateral line. Before entering

upon this description one fact must be noted,and that

is that the column of cells which grows backwards and

forwards from the auditory region in the manner just
described does not avail itself of the sensory nerves
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of the areas it invades, but carries with it a nerve

supply from the region from which it originated,

The result is that the whole lateral line system/

er tending; from snout to tail derives it^nerve supply
7

from a centre in close proximity to, or identical

with the centre in the medulla for the auditory

sense organ. Ayers regarded the nerves as derived
from the facial and the glossopharyngeal and vagus

nerves, but it is evident that the association with

these nerves is merely extra-cerebral, the intra¬

medullary centres are distinct. This point will be

fully discussed later.

Allis accepts the early derivation of the

lateral line organs from the branchial sense-organs

and figures the gradual extension of the solid band

of cells along the various lines on which the sense-

organs are to appear. At intervals on this band

of cells small accumulations appear which even¬

tually take shape as typical "sense-organs." with

central hair cells and peripheral supporting cells.

The intervening portions of the original band of

cells become less marked, and the whole system is

slightly depressed in a groove below the general

surface. The sense-organ then begins to withdraw

from the surface of this groove so that it becomes
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sunken in a recess, opening on to the general grove

Icy a narrow mouth, and. at the point //here tnis
mouth opens the lips of the grove grow up towards

each other until they finally form an arch over the

openin. of the recess of the sense-organ. This

arch transforms that portion of the grove into a

small section of a canal with the sense organ

placed near its centre. This process has been

going on simultaneously^or nearly so, in all the
oha o

adjacent parts, with the result the lateral line

now represents a series of short sections of canals.

By a further growth these sections of canal tend to

grow toward, each other and fuse, on their deeper

surface, so that instead, of having two free openings

on the general surface, each sense organ has only

two half-openings fused into one aperture, i.e. it

is now placed on a continuous canal where there is

only one opening or "pore" between every two sense

organs. These external openings or "pores"

do not remain single however, but by a growth in¬

wards of their lips, each pore tends to become

divided into two openings, and these again may sub¬

divide, until the original canal may be connected witlji
the surface by a large ramification of smaller

canals opening as"pores" free on the surface. These
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pores, canals and sense-organs constitute the sys¬

tem of "canal-sense organs". The general tendency

apparently is for the sense organ to recede from the

surface, with which it remains connected by the

■simple or complicated series of canals terminating

as "pore# on the surface,

ihe development of the Auditory Srgan.

Having studied the mode of formation of

these canal sense organs it remains to be seen in

how far the auditory organ resembles them in its

mode of development.

In his masterly paper, Ayers suggests

that the inner ear is formed from two of the lateral

line.sense organs which have become cut off from

the remainder of the series. He is of the opinion

that these two organs were originally situated be¬

tween 16 and 17 of the remaining lateral line organs

as figured by Allis, just at the junction of the

head and trunk, and were placed partly in the area

supplied by the facial nerve, and partly in that

supplied by the glossopharyngeal. He bases this

opinion on the double character of the organs of

the inner ear, and partly on its supposed double

nerve supply by the VII and IX nerves. As however
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Miss Piatt has shown that the auditory organ is an

older structure than the lateral line sense organs;

and as it is now generally allowed that the whole

system of lateral line systems and the auditory organ

derive their nerve supply from one common source,

entirely independent of the facial and glossopharyn¬

geal nerves proper, Ayers theory is no longer ten¬

able. The auditory organ must therefore be regard¬

ed as a direct formation from the dorsal ectodermal

ridge of the early embryo, and as an older and per¬

manent representative of a system of sense organs

of which the lateral line system is a later and tem¬

porary development. The primitive auditory organ

rapidly recedes from the surface, and either divides

or is originally double, since in its earliest known

stages it consists of two sense organs, enclosed in

a pit or recess, which opens by a pore on the groove

of the lateral line - the sac thus formed continues

to recede, until the canal uniting it with the sur¬

face becomes elongated. At the same time"the epider¬

mis on the surface tends to grow over the pore, until

the latter is closed- in and obliterated, the narrow

canal, the future ductus endOr-lymphaticus, ending

blindly below the surface. The auditory sac

thus becomes completely separated from the

surface, and now constitutes an isolated
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organ. (These changes are illustrated in figure )
In the lampreys and in some elasmcbranchs the pore

never becomes closed, so that the auditory organ is

in free communication with the surface of the body

throughout life, a primitive condition in which

is maintained permanently the similarity between the

auditory organ and the lateral line organs. In

these fishes the pore of the auditory organ forms

one of a series of similar pores belonging to the

simplex lateral line sense organs. While this

process of recession has been going on the sense

organs within the sac have begun to extend and to

develop new sense organs in the same manner as did

the lateral line chain on the surface of the body.

The two sense organs in the sac may be regarded as

Ayers suggests as rudimentary saccular, (macula
acustica sacculae) and utricular organs (macula

acustica utriculi) which finally appear in the higher

stages as organs of the saccule and cochlea, and of

the utriculs and semicircular canals respectively.

Prom each of these two rudimentary organs a band of

cells grows out, and subsequently becomes divided

up into various secondary organs as will be described

immediately. The .important point here is that the

mode of growth is exactly similar in the organs
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within the auditory sac as it is in the lateral

line system on the surface of trie body.

At this point the auditory orsjan is merely

a small sac isolated from the remainder of the lateral

line and containing these two actively growing sense-

organs, which give rise to ."daughter organs" within
C

the sac. From trie saccular sense-organ,—thet\ o ^

macula acustica sacculae,—there is given off the

sense organ which afterwards becomes the crista

acustica of the posterior ampulla and semicircular

canal, and, later, the organ of the "lagena", the

rudiment of the future cochlea is also given off.

The crista acustica thus formed in its turn gives

rise to a sense organ (the macula acustica abortive)

which appears in the fishes, but atrophies higher in

the scale until in most mammals it is completely

abortive.

The macula acustica utriculi also gives rise to two

"daughter" organs!- the crista-acustica of the

superior semicircular.canal, and the macula of the

recessus utriculi. The crista acustica of the

superior semicircular canal sub-divides in exactly

the same way as the crista acustica of the posterior

semicircular canal, but in this case the sub-division

persists as the crista acustica of the
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horizontal (or external) semi-circular canal. It

will thus be seen that the original sense-organs of

the auditory sac have each extended in the same way

as did the lateral line on the surface of the body,

and the extension has subsequently broken up into

separate sense-organs, ——1 most of which

are functional in the human ear.

At one stage these organs are slight ele¬

vations on the inner surface of the sac, but, in

accordance with the laws of their development they

tend to become sunken below the general surface.

Thus the lagenar organ and the organ of the recessus

utriculi are depressed below the general surface in

shallow pits, and the cristae acusticae become de¬

pressed within their respective ampullae.

Ayers has pointed out that the formation

of the semi-circular canals takes place ,af tar the

appearance of the ampullae, and has further suggested

that their appearance is simply another proof of the

conformity of the organs of the inner ear to the

laws that govern the appearance of the canals of

the related: lateral line sense-organs. The semi¬

circular canals first appear as depressions or

grooves (only two originally,since primarily there
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were only two cristae acusticae, the posterior and

the superior) in the walls of the auditory sac, in

connection with the ampulla, Subsequently these be¬

come bridged over by the growth of their lips to

form an archway, in a manner similar to that in which

the primary sections of canals on the surface of the

body were formed, The superior semi-circular canal

subsequently divides, when the crista acustica of the

external or horizontal canal is formed and its am¬

pulla appears. The posterior canal does not divide

as there is no proper secondary crista acustica

formed in higher vertebrates in this case. The

semi-circular canals are thus, exactly similar to the

primary canals of the surface of the body; they arise

in connection with a sense-organ of the lateral line;

they open at both ends on to the epidermal surface of

the auditory sac which was once entirely in free com¬

munication with the surface of the body, their

openings thus corresponding to the primary 'pores'

of the superficial system of canal sense organs.

There are only five such pores for the semicircular

canals, although there are three organs, since the

canals of the external and superior canals never

become quite distinct, but are joined at their

ends by a common duct opening into the utriculus, a
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condition which is a repetition of the fusion of the

primary canals on the surface.

Prom this description it is evident that

the semicircular canals do not all arise from the

utricular organ as is generally stated, hut that

the posterior crista acustica takes its origin

from the macula acustica sacculaa. The subsequent

ingrowth of the walls of the auditory sac which
it

divides, into a distinct saccule and utricle takes

place in such a manner that the ampulla and aural

opening of. the posterior canal are cut off from

their original source and included in the utricle

thus bringing them into close relation with the

utricular system, Additional proof of the state¬

ment that the posterior semi-circular canal is of

saccular origin is found in the fact that as P.etzius

has shown, this canal is supplied by a branch of the

cochlear (saccular) nerve and not by the vestibu¬

lar nerve, which supplies the remaining two canals.

In fishes, certain amphibia and birds, the auditory

organ consists of the saccule & utricle (connected

indirectly by the forked end of the ductus endo-

lymphaticus) the three semi-circular canals and.

the lagena a simple depression in the floor of the

saccule containing a simple sense organ. In the

higher amphibia, the reptiles and. the mammals the
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lagenar depression extends until it forms a spirally

twisted tube, the co chlea. The lagenar sense organ

persists in reptiles and in the monotrernes, but is

lost in the higher mammals. Prom it a series of

sense organs has extended along the cochlear tube

which form an elevation along its whole length,

■ the papilla acus tig, basilaiis. On this papilla

there are at first two ridges, a large and a small.

In the higher reptiles the large ridge is developed

into the proper auditory organ of these animals (the

"sauropsid" auditory organ). In mammals though

this larger ridge appears in the embryo, and even

persists after birth in some, it is the smaller

ridge which eventually grows into the specialised

series of sense organs which form the organ of

Gorti, the functional mammalian auo'itory organ.

The intermediate sauropsid organ and the primary

lagenar sense-organ have both disappeared.

In this schematic description of the

auditory organ no attention has been paid to the

actual order of development, or changes in structure

or position. The question has been approached

purely with regard to the original source of the

parts of the ear, as that is the only aspect of it
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which bears on the present work. In the normal

development of the human auditory organ there are

of course many short cuts and abbreviations of the

process as represented here.

The ductus endo-lymphaticus.

Before leaving this part of the subject

the history of the ductus endo-lymphaticus may be

traced. This structure, as already.mentioned was

originally the tube connecting the auditory sac with

the surface.

In higher forms it becomes cut off from the sur¬

face and ends blindly, a small sac, the saccus

endo-lymphaticus. In certain teleosts and most

amphibians the sac is very large and filled with

calcareous matter. In anura it extends along the

whole length of the vertebral canal giving rise to

out-growths which extend through the intervertebral

foramina and come into relation with the spinal

ganglia. In reptiles the saccular end of the duct

is placed close under the roof of the skull beneath

the parieto-occipital suture. In ascalabota it

emerges from the_ cranial capsule and forms a large

much folded sac sending finger like processes to the

anterior surface of the vertebral column, the pharynx

and even the orbit. In birds it does not leave the
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craniai cavity, and in mammals it passes through the

petrous bone by way of the aqueductus vestibuli to

end blindly beneath the dura mater of the brain.

Widersheim mentions that in certain fishes

the auditory organ is brought into relation with the

air-bladd-er by means of a chain of small ossicles^

something akin to the ossicles of the middle ear in

the mammal (the Weberian ossicles) and that in other

fishes there are connections similar but less elabor¬

ate. This mechanism evidently serves to communicate

the state of the tension within the air-bladd.er to

the auditory organ, and its presence lends support to

the view that the greater part of the apparatus of the

inner ear in these forms continues to fulfil its

primary mechanical functions of estimating changes

of pressure in surrounding parts.
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The origin and development of the Eighth nerve.

Having thus traced the history of the

auditory organ from its most primitive stages it

remains now to follow out the history of the

auditory nerve in a similar manner. It will be

remembered that in the very early embryo the edges

of the neural plate are thickened so as to form an

elevation, the neural ridge on each side of the plate

This thickening takes no part in the formation of

the spinal canal proper, but as the lips of the

plate approach and finally fuse, the neural ridges

are combined to form a single ridge, which becomes

cut off from the spinal canal and afterwards takes

a great part in the formation of the posterior

ganglia. This ridge is replaced in slightly older

embryoes by the three long ridges of the ectoderm

already described which are represented in the head

region as do rso -lateral and epi-branchial^ These

ridges give rise to the entire sensory apparatus of

the head by a process of transmigration of their

cells into definite areas. The superficial cells

nay be altered directly into sense organs, and the

deeper cells of the ridges form the ganglia of the

dorsal sensory cranial nerves. The process is

similar to that which occurs in the formation of the
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ganglion of a dorsal spinal nerve root. The

cells of the original neural crest grow downwards,

on each side of the cord and fuse in two places

according to Wihje, Miss Sheldon and Miss Piatt,

with the sensory ectoderm, from which cells are

separated off en.masse to enter into the formation

of the cranial root ganglia. From the most dorsal

thickening (the dorso- lateral line of the head),

the auditory organ and ganglion, parts of the Ga.sserian

ganglion, the supra-orbital line of sense-organs

and the nervus ophthal, profundus, which originally

supplied these sense organs^ are formed. From the

epi-branchial or median ridge, the ganglia of the

IX, X, part of the Gasserian ganglion and the

ganglion of the lateral line nerve to the trunk

are formed with, in addition, certain sense organs.

At this early stage it is probable that the 6'orsal

cranial nerves are "sensory" in their nature but

have not as yet adapted themselves to any specialised

sensory function, and are therefor as yet undivided

into nerves of common sensation and of special

sensation. The further development of the embryo,

however, brings with it the development of special

organs, and therefore entails a specialisation of

the corresponding nerves. The sensory organs with
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which we are concerned at present are the auditory

and lateral line organs,—the latter series is of

interest here in so far that when present, its

nerve bears an intimate relation to the auditory

nerve proper, the whole system being known as the

acustico-lateral system. The eighth nerve, in the

vertebrata which possess a lateral line system, is

therefore formed by the nerve to the auditory organ

and a super-added nerve or nerves to the lateral
} '

line organs. These nerves end in a centre in the

medulla which is generally known as the acusticum

or tuberculum acusticum, a somewhat inappropriate

name, which is likely to be confused with the

tuberculum acusticum of the mammalian medulla. The

nerves which emerge from this common centre are

distributed exclusively to the auditory organ, and

the lateral line sense organs (and also to certain

allied organs)"' After emergence from the medulla t

the lateral line nerves become associated with the

facial the glossopharyngeal and the vagus nerves,

but this is merely an association. Unfortunately

it has led however to much confusion since the

lateral line branches were accepted as integral

parts of these nerves and described as such.

There is now absolutely no doubt that the facial
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and vagus nerves are quite apart from the acustico-

iateral or eighth nerve system, serve perfectly

different functions) terminate in independent

centres in the medulla, and form different intra¬

cerebral connections. 'In the vertebrata higher

than the amphibia the lateral line portion of the

eighth nerve disappears, and there is a gradual

increase in the importance of the auditory portion

which becomes more and more markedly divided into

two roots, cochlear and vestibular, as the cochlea

of the inner ear becomes more and more specialised.

The intra-cerebral connection of the nerve also become

more complicated as the cochlear system increases.

The vestibular or semi-circular-canal nerve ap¬

parently maintains the same relations unaltered

throughout the whole vertebrate series, a fact which

is in harmony with the other fact that above the

cyclostomes the organs of the semicircular canals

also remain the same throughout the whole vertebrate

series. It is only the cochlear portion of the

ear which develops further and entails a corresponding

increase in complexity of its cerebral connections.

The conclusions to be derived from this

general introduction may be briefly stated as follows,!-
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The auditory organ, ganglia and nerves

are derived from the dorsal primitive'ridge of the

embryo, and are closely associated with the system

of lateral sense organs and nerves which appear

later, and is only present in the lower vertebrates.

In higher forms the lateral line system entirely

6'isappears, but the auditory organ system con¬

tinues to increase in importance. This increase

is due to the great specialisation of the cochlear a

saccular portion of the auditory organ, which en¬

tails an increase in the medullary centres of the

nerve, (the cochlear branch of the eighth) which

supplies it. In no case is there any actual close

connection 'between this auditory system and the

facial and vago-glossopharyngeal medullary centres,

which form another completely separate system.

The fifth nerve seems to be much more closely

related to the eighth nerve than either of the

others mentioned, and is probably analogous in

some respects. There is however not space here

to discuss this relationship fully.
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:Ex-planation of the nomenclature employed.

There has been as yet so little work dune

in the microscopic comparative anatomy of the

nervous system that there is an unfortunate absence

of a consistent nomenclature throughout the

vertebrate series. Individual investigators

working at different classes have in some cases

applied different terms to the same structures and

in other cases have employed the same term for

totally different structures. This is especially

true of the medullae of the fishes, in which great

confusion has risen with regard, to two most important

points, via.:- the centres and roots of the fifth

and of the seventh nerves. With regard to the

first, the term Globus trigemini" has been applied

to a certain structure present in the ganoids

and. in the teleosts, but in the former it is a

centre for the lateral line nerve, and. in the latter

it is the sensory (vagal or fasciculus communis)

centre for the seventh nerve, in neither case has

it any connection with the fifth nerve. In the

elasmobranchs a nucleus analogous to the "lobus

trigemini1' of ganoids is known as the "corpus resti-

forme", also a wrongly applied term. The struc¬

ture in ganoids and. teleosts will be called here
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the lobus lineap-lateralis, and that in teleosts the

vagal nucleus of the seventh nerve,or the fasciculus

communis nucleus.

The second point is the conflicting ac¬

counts that have been given of the various roots of

the seventh nerve in the fishes and amphibia.

It must be recognised, that the so-called seventh

nerve of old,er writers was in reality a "nerve com¬

plex" consisting of a motor root and an associated

lateral line root, A third root, the vagal or

fasciculus communis root was usually ascribed to

the fifth nerve (Mayser Goronowdtsch) The con¬

ditions are much simplified if the seventh is re¬

garded. as consisting purely of a motor and' a vagal

or fasciculus communis root, and. the lateral line

contingent which it receives subsequent to its

emergence from the medulla be referred to its pro¬

per relation with the nucleus. The sketch given

above will explain the arrangement of the parts,

which is now accepted as correct.

In the following pages I have purposely

refrained from using the names applied to the roots

of the fifth and seventh nerves by Goronowitsch,

Mayser and Strong. The nomenclature of the first
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two was incorrect in some respects, and that of

Strong is no longer necessary. In order to ensure

that the precise meaning of the names employed may

be made clear a brief account of the nuclei and con¬

nections of the eighth nerve in the human medulla

will be given here.

In the human medulla the auditory nerve

consists of two branches, the vestibular branch and

the cochlear branch. These enter the medulla se¬

parately, and have separate nuclei, and different

intra-cerebral connections. As is well-known the

cochlear root, which develops later than the other,

arises in the ganglion spirale of the cochlea and.

subserves the sense of hearing. The vestibular

branch arises in the intumescentia ganglioforrnis

Scarpae of the semi-circular canals and is generally

regarded as part of the nervous mechanism for

equilibration.

Within the medulla the cochlear nerve
;

*

divides into ascend.ing and descending branches and

end-S in the anterior acustic nucleus and. the.tuber-

culum acusticum. From these nuclei secondary

tracts pass by way of the corpus trapezoid.es

(the "dorsal" path of Held), and probably by a

portion of the striae medullares to enter the lateral
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fillet of the same and opposite sides either

directly or after interruption in the nucleus

of the corpus trapezoides, the superior olive or

the accessory olive. The lateral fillet in its

turn terminates in the posterior corpus quadri-

geminum - thus pes si biy bringing the cochlear

nerve into connection with the oculo-motor nuclei.

The nuclei of the cochlear nerve are also connected

with the tegmentum of the opposite side by means

of arcuate fibres.

The vestibular root of the eighth nerve

terminates in relation to Bechterews nucleus Deiters

nucleus the inferior vestibular nucleus and in part

also to the dorsal or internal nucleus of the eighth

nerve. The fibres of the root divide into ascend¬

ing and descending branches of which the latter are

lorjg and thick forming the conspicious bundles of the

inferior root of the eighth nerve. They pass down¬

wards internal and dorsal to the restiform body, the

lowest bundles ending in close relation to the cuneate

nucleus of the medulla. From the cells of Deiters,r

nucleus fibres pass inwards and ventrally. Some of

these bend upwards in the posterior longitudinal

fasciculus on both sides, terminating in relation to

the oculo-motor nuclei, and a stronger contingent

passes downwards, some joining the opposite posterior
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longitudinal fasciculus and entering the anterior

eplumn of the cord, other fibres passing downwards

in the antero-lateral columns to the cord (vestibulo¬

spinal tracts. The nucleus of. Deiters receives

fibres which arise in the opposite roof nucleus of

the cerebellum (the cerebello-vestibular tract),

and this roof nucleus is in close relation with the

cortex of the middle lobe by means of the sagittal

fibres of the cerebellum. The tracts from the cord

and posterior column nuclei end in the middle lobe,

so that Deiters nucleus is thus connected with the

afferent cerebellar tracts. Deiters' nucleus and

probably also the dorsal nucleus of the eighth

nerve are connected with the opposite median fillet

by means of arcuate fibres crossing the raphe. (Bruce)

The cerebellum is connected with the

cord indirectly by means of the fibres from the

pc'sterior column nuclei which enter the^ cerebellum

by way of the corpus restiforme, and directly by the

oLorsal (or direct) and ventral cerebellar tracts.

Another tract from the lateral columns of the cord,

described by Ferrier and Turner as .the lateral

fillet tract originates in relation to the lateral

fillet, from the posterior corpus rjuadrigeminum.

The cerebellum is also connected with the
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nuclei of the pons "by the middle cerebellar peduncle

and with the red nucleus and optic thalamus by the

superior cerebellar peduncle.

This brief account of the eighth nerve in

the human being is, as said, above, merely intended to

ensure that the names applied to the various parts

may be clearly understood^ and will be supplemented

by a fuller description of the parts later. It

will be understood that when the names applied to

structures in the human brain are used for lower

forms the structures so called are regarded as

homologous, the use .of ambiguous terms such as

lobus trigemini, dorsal sensory ©cialroot, tuberculum

acusticum etc., will be avoided, and when the struc¬

tures present in lower forms are unrepresented in

the human being, the names commonly applied to them

will be employed, unless, as in the case of the

lobus trigemini, for instance, the name is obviously

wrong.

Throughout the whole of this work the term

"eighth nerve" will be used instead of audit.ory, or

acustico-lateral nerve, and will be regarded as

including the whole of the system which ends in the

eighth nucleus, i. e, , the auditory and lateral line

nerves in fishes and amphibians, the cochlear and
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vestibular nerves in higher forms. When a special

part of the eighth nerve is meant the special name

cochlear, lateral line nerve, etc., will be used.

In the same manner the whole nucleus will be re¬

ferred to as the eighth nucleus, and its special

parts knows as Deiters* dorsal, tuberculum acusti-

cum etc. , the last mentioned term being, reserved

for the portion of the nucleus known by this name

in mammals. The term "eighth nerve" is probably

in itself incorrect, but it has the d.ouble advantage

of being already known, and of implying no physio¬

logical theory, as do such names as "auditory" or

"acustic"- Kingsbury suggests "acustico-lateral

system", but unfortunately such a term is only ap¬

plicable to the lower vertebrates. The terms

Acusticus-feld.introduced by Ahlborn and 'acusticum'

both of which have been applied somewhat indiscrimin¬

ately will also be allowed to drop.

One other point is,that I shall make use

of the terms dorsal and ventral, superior and in¬

ferior in describing the direction and position of

structures. Superior and' inferior are only correct

when applied to the erect position, but they are

preferable to caudal and. cephalic, and. it is easy

to picture the animal with its cerebro-spinal axis

in a vertical direction.
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Kesul1s of Examination of yarious representative

brains.

In order to compare the conditions pre¬

sent in the various classes of the vertebrata a

series of representative brains were selected for

examination. Those which have been illustrated

here comprise an elasmcbranch, and a teleostean

amon;~ the fishes, an amphibian (the frog) a rep¬

tile (serpent) a bird (pigeon) and amongs mammals
calf

the opossum, rat, mole, cat and human foetus.

Other forms were examined but not illustrated or

described as the above were sufficient for my pur¬

pose. The majority of the specimens were hardene<
H

in Muilers fluid, and stained by the Weigert.- Pal

method.

In all cases the investigations made by

other■workers on the same orders were studied in
/

order to avoid the error of drawing conclusions

as to a class from the study of too limited a

number of specimens.

The study of the selected types was made

in the order of development, i.e., from the fishes

to the higher mammals, so that the elasmobranch

(the common skate ) falls to be considered first.



The Eighth Nerve in the EJasmobranch.

Plates. X ~ 1X3 .
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The Skate.

In the skate- the eighth nerve and Its

nuclei, Including the lateral line nerves and

nuclei, occupy a very large portion of the medulla.

The system is placed in the lateral portion of the

medulla, as the fourth ventricle is wide, owing to th

fact that the cerebellum is broad and well developed,

and tends to separate the more lateral parts of

the medulla. The lowest appearance of the eighth

nerve in. the medulla is its inferior root, which forms
a group of fibres, cut transversely In horizontal

sections, lying dorsal to the inferior root of the

fifth nerve (Fig-3-d, ), it lies here in close

connection with the upper end of the posterior

columns, the inferior root of the fifth nerve, and

the nucleus and emerging roots of the vago-glosso-

pharyngeal nerve. At a slightly higher level the

group of fibres has increased in size, and Is

covered on its cerebellar aspect with a cap of

cerebellar substance (the Uerebellar-leiste of Gorono.

witsch). Recent Investigators (Johnstone Burckhard
/

and ethers) have proved beyond doubt - that this cap

is identical in structure with the cortex of the

cerebellum and contains the characteristic Purkinje's

cells. I am in a position to confirm this as re¬

gards the skate. Above this point the nucleus of
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tlie eighth nerve continues to increase in size, and.

is seen to form an extension backwards, the dorsal

portion being almost divided from the ventral by a

dipping in of the cerebellar crest. This dorsal

extension was originally described in ganoids as

the ,1.qbus trig.emini and the nerve which issues from it

as a branch of the fifth nerve, - a view which has

been since abandoned. The structure is undoubtedly

in connection with the nucleus of the eighth nerve,

and the nerve which arises from it supplies certain

canal sense organs, therefore the nerve must, be

recognised as part of the nervus lineae lateralis,

and the nucleus would be most correctly named, as

suggested by Johnstone for Acipenser, the lobus

lineae lateralis. (Figs^S. <?• 'D ii. i a, , ), The

longitudinal frontal sections (Fig IJ. ) show the

relationship of these two parts of the eighth nu¬

cleus very clearly. The root from the lobus lineae

lateralis will be described later.

The lowest portion of the emerging root

of the eighth nerve is seen escaping immediately

ventral to the cerebellar crest in fig. 6 and

again in the longitudinal section fig. Ii>~
This portion of the nerve becomes associated with the

vagus and supplies the lateral line sense organs of
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roo t

the trunk, This may be called the inferior lateral

line nerve.

The three succeeding sections (Figs,

show the maximum development of the eighth nucleus

which with its cerebellar-crest forms fully one

third of the medulla proper^ and if the lobus lineae
lateralis be included, forms mare than one half.

The nucleus itself contains numerous bundles of

fibres cut transversely or slightly obliquely, and

separated f rem each other by fine horizontal fibres,

which form a delicate network in and out among

the bundles. Nerve cells are plentifully present

also, but are not shown by the Weigert-Pal process.

It will be seen that the nucleus may be roughly divi4ed

into two parts, a dorsal part, immediately ventral

to and connected with the cerebellar crest, and

resembling the cerebellum in its structure, and a

ventral portion. The area immediately ventral to

the cerebellar crest receives the nervus lineae

lateralis while the more ventral portion is the

end-nucleus of the nerve to the auditory organ.

The emerging root of the eighth nerve at this level

(fig. S»£j.) passes out in small bundles which pierce

the dorsal portion of the inferior fifth. Separat

ing the root bundles are other vertical fibres,

consisting of the intra-medullary branches of the
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inferior root of the eighth nerve itself. The

root fibres divide within the medulla into ascend¬

ing and descending branches (Pig. lb-13)The des¬

cending branches bond downwards, and constitute the

inferior root of the eighth nerve, while the

ascending branches pass upwards and terminate in

relation to certain groups of cells at the base

of the cerebellum,where this body joins the medulla,

above the point of exit of the fifth nerve. These

groups of cells are evidently in relation to fibres

from both fifth and eighth nerves, and are pro¬

bably analogous to the Uebergangs ganglion and

Rindendnote which Mayser describes as present in

bony fishes in this position.

The lebus lineae lateralis or dorsal portion of the

eighth nucleus, has attained its maximum extent

at this level. It resembles the more ventral

portion of the eighth nucleus in structure,consisting

as it does of an outer layer or crest, similar to the

molecular'layer of the cerebellum, with the character

istic Purkinja's cells. This layer thins off to¬

wards the more dorsal part of the nucleus, and ulti¬

mately disappears (fig. 12. •) Internal to the

cerebellar crest, a large number of fibres may be
seen passing in bundles in all directions. These

bundles are derived from two sources, from the
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afferent nerve which enters the nucleus, and from

the cells within the nucleus,
the lobe

The nerve fibres enter^in separate root¬
lets, piercing the cerebellar crest, and: divide

almost immediately into ascending and descending

branches. The descending branches pass down a

varying distance within the nucleus, the ascending

branches pass upwards, to terminate near the base

of the cerebellum. They do not seem to pass into

the cerebellum directly. Many of the fibres of the

root both ascending and descending terminate in

relation to the cells present in the nucleus.

The cells of the nucleus are arranged in

groups forming subsidiary nuclei and. give origin to

a great number of fibres, which after describing a

curved course within the nucleus, unite to form a

large bundle on its ventro-mesial aspect. This

thick strand (figs.£-12.) -passes out of the nucleus

close to the lateral wall of the fourth ventricle,

and^ after spread-ing out slightly, skirts the inner
margin of the ventral portion of the eighth nucleus

proper and then divides into groups of arcuate

fibres which spread out fan-wise within the formatio

reticularis. The more d-Orsal of these fibres cross

the raphe and enter the opposite posterior longitudi¬
nal fasciculus, while many others remain in the
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fasciculus of the same side. The fact that the

fasciculus is much larger below this level than

it is above indicates that the great majority of

these fibres adopt a downward course within it.

The nerve from the lobus lineae lateralis goes

exclusively to supply certain lateral line sense,

organs of the head. It was at one time regarded

as a part of the fifth nerve, but its connection

with the lateral line system is now generally acknow

1edged and is evident from fig.

The Seventh Serve. on its ventral aspect the

eighth nucleus proper is bounded for a short dis¬

tance by the emerging motor root of the seventh

nerve. This nerve rises in great part from cells

in the immediate vicinity of the posterior longitudi

nal fasciculus and curves boldly through the lateral

portion of the medulla, to emerge in close relation

to the eighth nerve. (Fig tf.10.), this part of

the nerve is purely motor. At a slightly higher

level it is accompanied by a less deeply-stained

nerve with which it is closely associated both in

its intra and extra medullary course. This paler

nerve arises from a small area of grey matter in

the lateral angle of the ventricle which if traced

downwards (figs ^-5") is seen to be an upward
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continuation of the sensory nucleus of the vagus

nerve, and may thus be regarded as analogous to the

pars intermedia Wrisbergii of the human medulla.

The name "dorsal root" of the seventh has been given

to it, and Strong and Kingsbury describe it as the

fasciculus communis branch, but so much confusion

has arisen in regard to the so-called sensory roots

of the facial nerve in fishes, that it is well to

adopt a perfectly distinctive title. I have there¬

fore called it the vagal root of the seventh, nerve.

This root is well seen in ganoids and teleosts as

well as in elasmcbranchs but becomes comparatively

insignificant in higher vertebrates.

The branch of the lateral line nerve which

arises close to and is associated with the seventh

nerve has also been described as a dorsal branch and

as a "supra-branchial branch", but it is better to

retain the term, lateral line nerve.: and to recognise

the fact that it is a part of the eighth which

merely becomes associated with the seventh in its

peripheral course: Strong fully recognised the

complex nature of the so-called seventh nerve, but

the names, which he applies to its various roots,

are difficult to remember, and it is unnecessary to

recapitulate them here.
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Tlie facial nerve when fully formed., outside

the medulla, would thus consist of motor fibres and
/'

two sets of sensory fibres, (viz:- a vagal and a

lateral line set). Strong has shown that the

lateral line branch is present in Tadpoles, but

disappears in the adult frog and is not found

higher in the vertebrate series. Therefore in all

mammals higher than aquatic amphibia, the seventh

nerve consists of purely motor fibres accompanied
analogue of the

by some vagal fibres ,(the pars intermedia). This

part of the subject will be subsequently discussed

in greater detail, as it is only necessary here- to

give such explanation of the nature of the seventh

nerve as may serve to render its true relation to

the other cranial nerves and nuclei clear.

Above the level of the seventh nerve the

eighth nucleus becomes smaller and contains fewer

groups of fibres. These pass upwards to end in

relation to the fifth nucleus and to the cerebellum.

It is bounded ventrally by the emerging motor root

of the fifth nerve, in much the same manner as it

was bounded, by the seventh root at lower levels.

From what has been said it may be con¬

cluded that in the skate the nucleus of the eighth

nerve is comparatively simple though large in ex¬
tent. It contains the ascending and descending
fibres of the entering roots of the lateral line
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nerves of the head and trunk, and of the nerve to

the auditory organ, the former being in close re¬

lation to the cerebellar crest, the latter lying

more ventral. There is no evident separation of

the nerve to the auditory organ into a cochlear and

a vestibular root,

.The cells of the eighth nucleus. The cerebellar

crest of the eighth nucleus contains cells pre¬

cisely similar to those of the molecular layer of

the cerebellum,with which it is continuous*and placed

along the ventral aspect are the Purkinje's cells.

Schaper has pointed out that the Purkinje cells

of the selachian cerebellum are less well-developed,

and less characteristic, i.e., have fewer and less

regularly arranged processes than the Purkinje's

cells in the cerebellum of other vertebrates.

Scattered among the groups of fibres of the

eighth nucleus are a number of small cells of

varying shapes whose neurones turned forwards and

joined the arcuate system in the manner described

below. There are also some larger cells in the

ventral portion of the nucleus, which would correspond

to Deiter.s' nucleus.
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Tlie Secondary connections of the eighth nerve.

The intra-cerebral secondary connections

of the eighth nerve are probably simple, but the

great number of fibres in the substantia reticularis

renders it difficult to follow the individual

strands. Prom the lowest to the highest portion

of the nucleus fibres are given off which pass

ventrally and become arcuate fibres. In their

origin three sets of these fibres may be dis¬

tinguished, a strong bundle from the superior

lateral line nucleus: a.group of fibres passing

from the eighth nucleus internal to the inferior

fifth nerve, and some passing external to this

root.

The bundle from the superior lateral line nucleus,

spreads out in a fan-shaped fashion in the medulla
f

(figs. 5 — ) and apparently sends some of its
fibres to the posterior longitudinal fasciculus of

the same and of the opposite side^nd another strand
to the antero-lateral column of the same side. The

vertical course of these fibres cannot be traced by

the Weigert Pal method, but it is probable

that^like the corresponding tracts in other animals,
some of the fibres ascend in the two posterior

longitudinal fasciculi to the oculo-motot nuclei.
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Th e difference in bulk which the posterior longitudi¬

nal fasciculus shows at this level proves that many

others descend to the cord in this tract. The bundle

which passes to the antero-lateral column would

correspond to the vestibule-spinal tract.

The arcuate fibres which arise from the eighth nu-

cleus pioper and pass internal to the inferior fifth

root, are derived mainly from from the lateral line

portion of the nucleus and have the same termina¬

tion as the fibres just described.

Those which pass external to the inferior root of the

fifth nerve, however, seem to terminate in part in

the lateral region of the medulla of the same and

of the opposite side, (Fig '2-, ). Longitudinal

sections ( % 13 d f ) showed that they

turned upwards- and ended partly in relation to a

nucleus at a higher level. (Fig ). Some
of the fibres passed still higher, to end in the

lower part of the optic lobe. Some'of the arcuate

fibres which passed internal to the inferior nucleus

of the fifth nerve, and crossed the raphe in its

most dorsal portion, were seen to pass obliquely

through the opposite'-format io'reticularis'and also

to end or bend upwards in the lateral part of the

medulla. Their course strongly resembled that of

fibres described by Koiliker in the human medulla as
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passi'ng from one tuberculun acusticum to the opposite

lateral fill-et. 'ihese fibres, therefore, with the

arcuate fibres which pass external to the inferior

fifth root (the corpus trapceoid.es), bend upwards

most probably into a structure analogous to the

lateral fillet and nucleus, and would therefore

constitute the centrally conducting path from the

"auditory" portion proper of the eighth nerve of

the skate. The more dorsal strand would represent

the.striae medullares and the more ventral strand

the corpus trapeziodeum of higher vertebrates.

The upper termination of this combined tract

could not be acurately determined, but it ceased

to appear as a definite tract at the lower part

of the optic lobe, where there are several nuclei

grouped together,

'iract from the eighth nucleus to the oculo-motor

nucleus. In addition to these important tracts

from the eighth nucleus another smaller one exists,

which passes obliquely from the upper end of the

eighth nucleus towards the oculo-motor nuclei

.(fig 13 ) ending partly in relation to the nuclei

of the same side, and partly in relation to the

opposite nuclei.

Wo evidence of the presence of Mauthner's large

fibres could be obtained in the skate or in the

shark. There was an' isolated
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group of vertical fibres which extended upwards

through the lower medulla and became lost about

the level of the eighth nerve (Figs ), but

they were not in the position of Mau'thner's fibres,

nor could they be traced into any special connection

with the eighth nerve.

. .

_ - - t

It is interesting to compare the results obtained

by the examination of the intra-cerebral course and

connections of the eighth nerve of the elasmo-branchs

with the description of the cranial nerves of this

class given by Professor Ewart in .1889. He describes

the facial nerve as a "facial complex" and rightly

includes the superior lateral line nerve (the nerv.

trigem, dorsal. II. of Goronowitsch

in this complex, pointing cut that its nucleus is
H I,

only a so-called trigeminal nucleus. This branch,

the buccal branchy and the hyo-mandibular, supply
lateral line organs exclusively while the palatine

nerve supplies the spiracle and the roof of the

mouthy and gives off a long slender nerve which he
regards as the analogue of the chorda tympani.

This nerve is derived from the fine-fibred root

of the seventh nerve, which has just been shown

above to be derived from the vagus nucleus. Ewart

also recognised the independance of the lateral line
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nerves, and suggested their common centre. In a

recent paper on Chimera, Ccle describes the same

relation of parts as in Laemargus and Raja, and the

examination of a shark's medulla proved that the

intra-cerebral parts were also alike. The observa¬

tions of these authors tended to show that the so-

called trig, dors. II was really a lateral line
line

nerve, and that the whole lateral system was an
A

independent one, views which are fully borne out

by the results of microscopic examination of the

brains of the skate and shark.

Connections of the cerebellum.

No connection of the cerebellum with the

cord directly were traced in the skate.

There was an extensive connection with the

upper part of the eighth nucleus and the .Uebergangs

ga nglion, which as already said is placed at the

junction of the cerebellum with the medulla and

acts as a centre for the ascending fibres of the

fifth and eighth nerves; but no fibres were seen

to pass directly from these nerves into the cere¬

bellum, The fibres from the eighth nucleus curved

upwards and backwards, those from the Uebergangs-

ganglion passed directly backwards and radiated to

all parts of the cerebellum; which in the skate

shows a number of lobes.
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A connection with, the lower part of tho

mid-brain was mado by means of fibres which passed

out vontrally and slightly upwards, crossed tho

ascending tracts and wore lost to sight in tho lower

and anterior portion of tho mid-brain. Their mode

of termination was not evident. They correspond

to tho "Bindoarm" of German authors described in

teleosteans.

Some fibres wore also seen passing upwards

from tho cerebellum towards the optic lobes, but

their termination was not determined. It should be

noted that the valvule corobelli was connected with

the cord by means of a strand of very fine fibres

passing upwards from the anterior column of the- same

side. Those fine fibres ascend to the medulla from

the cord, and continue in the anterior columns of tho

medulla. At about the level of tho eighth nerve

they bend backwards and pass obliquely towards the

valvula corebeHi where they end.



The Eighth Nerve in the Teleost.

Plates. X —' XV.
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Thc Eighth Nerve in the Teleosteans.

The medulla cf the teleosteans is a most

complicated structure, but the complexity varies

greatly in different species. The specimens se¬

lected for illustration here were purposely chosen

from the simpler types, since the complexity of the

other forms is due to the extraordinary development

of the vagal system, which greatly obscures the

relationships of other parts. Reference to the

results obtained by investigators of the teleostean

medulla, however, showed that there was no funda¬

mental difference in the arrangement of the various

structures in different species, but that the ap¬

parent change was due to the great growth of the

vagal lobe and the consequent displacement of-

neighbouring parts. It was therefore deemed advis¬

able to select for this Thesis the simpler medullae

in which the eighth system was not distorted or

obscured by the preponderance of the vagal system.

The fishes selected were the whiting, cod and

common HU ("jtrwthe last being the one figured here.

The teleostean medulla differs from the

elasmobranch medulla in the greater complexity it

shows, and further in the greater individualisation

of its nuclei and tracts, which are much more sharply

defined and therefore easier to follow.
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Hic eighth nerve in the teleostean is made up cf the

nerve to the auditory organ and the nerve to the

lateral line (canal) sense organs of the head and

trunk. The auditory nerve enters the medulla in

two roots at least (fig.35'.$6) „ but there was not

sufficient distinction between them to justify the

use cf the names cochlear and vestibular in relation

to them. There was al.su a small root ending in

the most lateral and ventral portion of the eighth

nucleus Which Was closely associated with the upper

part of the eighth root. The lateral line nerve

enters also by two roots, one of which, the superior
i

(Fig.-3 ';> ht) supplies the canal sense organs of the

head, the other, the inferior, (fig. 2 ) those of

the lateral line of the trunk. There is no lobus

lineae lateralis in the bony fishes, and therefore

no nerve corresponding to the nerve of this lobe.

All the nerves to the lateral line organs end in

the eighth nucleus. The auditory portion enters

the ventral part cf the nucleus, the lateral line

portion terminates in the dorsal part of the

nucleus. (Figs. 6 )

The fibres of these nerves divide on

entering the medulla into ascending and descending

branches, the division of the lateral line nerve
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taking place immediately on its entry into the

medulla. The auditory nerves penetrate further,

and many of them do not divide until they have

passed some distance into their nucleus (f igs.3<36),

The descending branches of the auditory and lateral

line nerves form the inferior root of the eighth

nerve. This root passes downwards in the dorsal

part of the medulla, lying dorsal to the inferior

root of the fifth nerve, and the sensory nucleus of

the vagus, and external to the nucleus of the vagus

in its lower part. This latter structure though

comparatively small in the fish from which the

accompanying drawings were made, was still large

enough to displace the inferior roots of the eighth

and fifth nerves towards the lateral aspect of the

medulla (figs'^(-33). These descending branches or

inferior roots of the eighth nerve, do not for the

most part extend to any great length, but terminate

after a short course in relation to the cells of

the eighth nucleus, which is a much more circumscribed

structure in the toleosts than in the elasmobranchs.

The large vagus nucleus has pushed it outwards and

backwards and has thus in a measure isolated it from

the remainder of the medulla, A few fibres of the

inferior root of the eighth nerve are continued
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downwards between the inferior root of the fifth

nerve and the .sensory vagus nucleus as far as the

level of the lowest roots of the vagus nerve.

The eighth nucleus in the toleostean medulla, is

placed on the dorsal aspect of the medulla and

forms a definite circumscribed nucleus with several

nerves issuing from it. Its lowest appearance as

a distinct nucleus is at the level of the upper

vagus root, where it lies on the outer side of the

vagus nucleus do rsal to the emerging vagus root and

inferior root of the fifth nerve (Fig. <2 J ) It

increases in size at higher levels, arid, as the

vagus nucleus grows smaller, the eighth nucleus

gradually approaches the middle line, until it

fuses with its fellow of the opposite side. In the

specimens examined there was little more than a

simple fusion, but in many teieosts there is a

distinct commissural connection between the two

nuclei, ihe nucleus is continued upwards, as far

as the level of the fifth nerve, where it merges into
. . . .

another nucleus the "Uebergangs ganglion" of Mayser,'

placed at the junction of cerebellum and medulla,

some of the cells of the eighth nucleus form a dis¬

tinct group or nucleus at the level of the seventh

nerve, and give origin to the vastibulo-spinal tracts

This is the analogue of Deitors' nucleus. The
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eightlx nucleus may be divided into four different

parts according to its structure

(a) A ventral portion.

(b) Deiiers' nucleus.

(c) A median portion.

(d) A dorsal portion, or cerebellar crest.

The ventral portion consists of a dense network of

fibres containing many cells of varying sizes and

shapes, but mainly multipolar. This part receives

one of the roots (the saccular) of the auditory

nerve. (Figs..31-2^
Deiters' nucleus consists of large cells forming a

definite group in the. ventral inner and upper part

of the nucleus, and receives the more ventral

(vestibular ) root of the auditory nerve. .(Fig. )

The median portion of the nucleus consists of a much

more open structure than the ventral portions, and

contains many large cells within its meshes. The

two lateral line nerves arise from this part. (Figs -2

The dorsal portion or cerebellar crest, consists of

an extension over the eighth nucleus of the aiole-

cular layer of the cerebellum. On its ventral

aspect are the characteristic Purkinje's cells,

lying in close relation to the median, or lateral

line part of the nucleus. This layer extends over

the whole eighth nucleus and is directly continuous



with, the cortex of the cerebellum. .(Fig ^7- ) It

does not extend over the fifth or the vagus nuclei.

On the ventro-lateral aspect of the eighth nucleus

in telecsts there is an. area paler than the rest of

the nucleus which extends forward outside the in¬

ferior root cf the fifth nerve,thus rendering this

structure more deeply placed than in other verte¬

brates. This area gives rise to a nerve which

emerges with the eighth nerve, but the exact nature

and relationship cf which is net clear. Mayser

regards it as a branch of the fifth nerve.

The ceils of the eighth nucleus.

The cerebellar crest is composed of cells

exactly similar to those of the molecular layers of

the cerebellum, and along its ventral margin there

are typical Purkinje's cells, more highly developed

than those of the cerebellar crest in the elasmc-

branchs.

In the median and ventral part of the

nucleus the cells are of all shapes and sizes.

Some are large and rounded and resemble ill-formed

Purkinje's cells, others are multipolar, both large

and small. The cells of Deiters' nucleus are of

the large multipolar type characteristic of this

nucleus.
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Th o facial nerve in the telecstoan medulla emerges

in close proximity to the eighth nerve, as it does

in the elasmo^branchs and consists of two roots,

a motor and a sensory. The motor ventral root is

derived from a group of cells near the posterior

longitudinal fasciculus (Fig 27), and the sensory

(or vagal) root from the upper end of the vagus

nucleus. Its course is best seen in the longi-
dxfi , 3^,

tudinal sections (Figs. <23- 35.) where it is shown

to take origin from: the upper pole of the vagus mi-

clous and pass upwards ventral to the main part

of the eighth nucleus and dorsal to the decussating

bundles of fibres in this region. At the upper

end of the eighth nucleus it bends outwards and

emerges from the medulla dorsal to the emerging motor

root of the seventh nerve (Figs.J7*33) • Mayser

regarded it as a portion of the fifth nerve, but it

is evidently the same nerve which emerged in im¬

mediate relation no the motor root of the facial

nerve in the elasmcbranchs, the only difference

being that in the latter the ascending portion of

the root was accompanied by a continuation of the

grey matter of the vagus nucleus, whereas in the

teleosts examined there is no grey matter.. In

other teleo steans, as is well known, the grey matter
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accompanying this root becomes so enormously develop

as to form a lobe, which Mayser regarded as part

of the fifth system and called lcbus trigeminus.

It is fully recognised, new however, that this

lobus trigeminus is the greatly enlarged anterior

portion of the vagus nucleus. The transverse

sections (Figs. -2 if, ) show the ascending por¬

tion of the nerve, and (Figs "3"^) its method of

bonding outwards and leaving the medulla.

As'regards the emerging nerves of the

VII - VIII complex, it will be seen that the only

marked difference between the elasmobranchs and the

teieosts is that the latter have no lobus lineae

lateralis nor superior lateral line nerve,and that

the vagal portion of the seventh nerve is further

separated from its motor root in the teieosts than

in the elasmobranchs. There is no doubt that the

vagal roots of the facial nerve are .the same however

and that they enter the palatine branch of the

seventh nerve which gives off a branch analogous

to the "chorda tympani" of higher vertebrates.

Strong and Kingsbury both recognise the-vagal lobe

of the fishes as equivalent to the fasciculus com-
it

munis of the frog, and Strong agrees with K'olliker

that the fasciculus communis is homologous with the
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fasciculus solitarius in man. The examination of

a series of vertebrate medullas leaves no doubt on

this point. Its significance will be more fully

explained later.
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The secondary connections of the eighth nerve,

though in essentials similar to these of the elasmo-

branchs differ in their arrangement, owing to the

peculiarity in the development of the various

structures in the tel costcan medulla. The large

lobus vagi pushes itself upwards and inwards between

the eighth nucleus and the remainder of the medulla,

in such a way that the latter is forced^ as already
said outwards and backwards, and is, to a certain

extent, isolated from the remainder of the medulla

(Pigs.5<5_"'52) The result of this arrangement is,

that, the fibres from the eighth nucleus to the

arcuate system of the medulla instead of being given

off throughout its longitudinal extent are gathered

into thick strands within the nucleus, and after

ascending to the level of the upper pole of the

vagal nucleus (Figs.d*-^ pass inwards and forwards

immediately below the floor of the fourth ventricle

and decussate in the most dorsal part of the raphe

(f igs.dS-Jy) r This well-marked decussation of the
fibres from, the eighth nerve is thus equivalent to

the greater part of the arcuate system of the medul-

lae of .other vertebrates at the level of the eighth

nuclei, and its presence explains the almost com¬

plete absence cf an arcuate system in the teleost,

A further result of this condensation of the arcuate
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system is that its main cerebral continuation,

(the lateral longitudinal bundle cf Mayser) which

must be regarded as equivalent to the lateral fillet

of other vertebrates, is situated much more dcrsally

and more deeply than in other forms, as will be

seen below.

The fibres which form the main intra¬

cerebral connections of the eighth nucleus are, as

said collected into distinct strands, and ascend

within the nucleus, arching over the upper end

of the vagal lobe,, to emerge in dense strands

from the ventral and most internal aspect of the

nucleus. In addition to this strand a .second

relatively small group of fibres leaves the ventral

aspect of the nucleus In its most external part,

and curve round the outer surface of the inferior

root. A ehird group of fibres,the lateral- vestibule

spinal trace,leaves Deiters' nucleus to enter

the lateral column of the medulla.

■^1S ^ ir s ^ large strand of fibres is composed of two

parts»of fibres which .decussate more dcrsally in

the raphe and enter the posterior longitudinal fas¬

ciculus 5 (Pig. $-<&.) and of fibres which decussate

more ventrally and enter the lateral longitudinal

bundle. The former strand is coarser, arises in
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relation to Deiters' nucleus, and will be included

in the description of the strands from the nucleus.

The strand which enters the lateral longitudinal

bundle or lateral fillet, decussates more ventrally

in the raphe, crossing the fibres from Deiters'

nucleus to the posterior longitudinal fasciculus

in order to arrive at a more ventral position.

(figs. ) Immediately after crossing the

raphe, it turns upwards, joining or replacing a

smaller strand of longitudinal fibres, which can

be traced upwards from the lower medulla and cord
/-'cpo.3^ 36,-3/. 3 A

to this level, (the lateralis Langsbundel) A The
upward continuation of this bundle is analogous as

said above, to the lateral fillet. Prom the region

of the eighth nerve the tract passes upwards,being

accompanied in its course by irregular groups of

large cells most marked in its lower part. These

cells would correspond to the supericr olive and la¬

teral fillet nucleus. The tract passes unaltered

otherwise through the upper medulla, diverges some¬

what from the middle line, and ends in the torus

s.gmj- circularis of the optic lobe, a nucleus which

is probably represented by the pesterior corpus

g uad r i g emi n urn i n ma mma 1 s.

ri^c j?eco *3fL group of fibres emerges from the eighth

nucleus on its lateral aspect and curves round the
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inferior root of the fifth nerve (Fig* 3V-.2k) to ter¬

minate in very close relation to this lateral longi¬

tudinal bundle, either by bending into the tract,

or by breaking up among the numerous large nerve

cells found in its immediate neighbourhood. The

connections and arrangements of mess cwo groups

of fibres suggest that they are the equivalent of the

central "acustic" path of the higher vertebrates,

and that therefore the more internal group of

fibres would correspond to the striae medullarcs

the more external to the corpus trapezoideum

while the lateral longitudinal bundle represents

as said, the lateral fillet. ' This view is borne

cut by the fact that the whole of the arcuate sys¬

tem of this region of the medulla, which is entirely

supplied by the eighth nerve, is evidently in close

connection with this lateral tract, and. further9

that,except in the posterior longitudinal fasciculus,

no other centrally Conducting path upwards from

the eighth nucleus could be found.

Connections of D_e j_te.rs' nuclsus.

The strand of coarse fibres which decus¬

sate in the most dorsal part of the raphe,(the

modian vcs t.ibulc-spina 1 tract) (f ig£-^3<) arises
in the ventral part of the eighth nucleus from
the large cells in this neighbourhood (Belters'
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nucleus), and is evidently closely related to the

more lateral fibres which rise from this nucleus

and form the lateral vestibule spinal tract.

Ahlborn has described this system. in petrcmyzon,

and Mayser in teleosts, most fully and accurately;

but both regarded it as a system which conducted

ccntripetally, and which, in part, at least entered

the eighth root and emerged as root fibres directly.

They called it by the name of the original discover-

er of these fibres, the system of Mullerian fibres.

The more internal part of this system, the median

vestibule-spinal tract, arises from, the internal

aspect of Deiters' nucleus and passes towards the

raphe; some of its fibres join the posterior longitu¬

dinal fasciculus of the same side and. some enter

the posterior longitudinal fasciculus of the opposite

side. The researches of Mayser and others show

that most of the fibres pass downwards towards the

cord, but it is possible that some pass upwards

towards the mid brain, as the posterior longitudinal

fasciculus contains seme of the characteristic

coarse fibres as high as the level of the oculo¬

motor nuclei,

vestibule-spinal tract emerges from the

ventral aspect of Deiters' nucleus (Fig. ). Its
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fibros arc very coarse and may thus easily bo traced.

They pass inwards and forwards in bold curves, cross¬

ing the motor root of the seventh nerve. They then

bond outwards to take up a position in the antero¬

lateral portion of the medulla (Figs. where they¬

as sumo a longitudinal direction and pass downwards

throughout the lower medulla and cord, being distinc¬

tly distinguished .throughout their course by their

re1atively 1arge calibrc.

Those two tracts constitute in the fishes

and frogs what was formerly known as the system of

Mullorian fibres. Their analogy with the vestibulo¬

spinal tracts of higher vertebrates is beyond

question, so that it is better to discard the old

namo, and give thorn the title which brings the system

into lino with other forms, viz., median and lateral

vo stibulo- spinal tracts.

There is a distinct strand of fibres con¬

necting the eighth nucleus with the fifth nucleus

(Fig 3 0), which terminated in relation to the cells
of the latter nucleus, but its termination could

not bo definitely ascertained.
The connections of the cerebellum.

The cerebellum of tsleosts is connected

with the mid-brain. the medulla and possibly with
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the cord.

Its only connection with, the cord scar-

in the sections examined, was the tract from the

lateral portion of the medulla, although Sdingor

states that there is a marked rcstiform body in the

toloostoans. The connection with the medulla is an

extensive one. Fibres pass between the corebo11um

and the nuclei of the eighth and fifth nerves,

(figs. and numerous fibres connect it with the

"Uoborgangs ganglion >1' The connection of this

latter ganglion is chiefly with the upper part of

the cerebellum and with the valvula. There is no

evidence' to show in which direction these fibres

conduct, but comparison with other forms suggests

that they pass out from the cerebellum to these

nuclei. No root fibres were traced from either

the fifth or the eighth nerves directly into the

cerebellum.

Two tracts connect the ventral and la tora

columns of the medulla with, the cerebellum.

1. A fine fibred tract rising from colls in the

ventral portion of the opposite side of the medulla,

passed round the periphery and entered the lower

part of the cerebellum (Figs.Mayser describes
it as rising from those colls and regards it as

a cer.ebello-olivarv tract. There are numerous
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scattexed cells throughout the ventral columns of

the medulla, collected into little groups here and

there and it is possible that they are the fore¬

runners of the inferior olive, in which case Mayser's

view is correct.

The second coarse-fibred tract arises from cells

and longitudinal fibres in the lateral part of the
01^—2^2,3. • and

medulla, (Fig&-2^) passes dorsally in close relation

to the fine-fibred tract, with which it enters the

cerebellum. It represents the tract from the

nucleus lateralis and possibly a direct tract from

the cord'to the cerebellum.

The cerebellum is connected with the mid¬

brain in teleosts by two distinct tracts (in addition

to the tracts running between it and the iobus in¬

ferior)

The lower part is coarse-fibred, (Figs.d'S--^)
CotriMLlXcoiAA-

and arises in all parts of the med-ull-a. it forms a

thick strand near the median plane of the cerebellum

at its junction with the medulla, and passes ven-

traily and slightly upwards, external to the longitu¬

dinal fasciculus. It descussates dorsal to the third

nucleus and ends in cells in this neighbourhood.

This tract is known as the "Bindearm" by German

authors, but its exact analogy with structures in
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higher vertebrates is not clear.

Ihe second connection is a fine-fibred

tract (Figs ) which forms in the dorsal part of

the cerebellum, and runs upwards and ventrally

within it, somewhat external to the coarse-fibred

tract. It decussates within the body of the cere-
to end

beilum, then passes upwards^in the mid-brain, near

the torus seraicircularis, at a higher level than

the lateral longitudinal bundle (lateral fillet)

from the eighth nucleus. Hie only tracts which

can represent this structure in man, are the crossed

fibres in the superior cerebellar peduncle which

Russel traced across the vermis of the cerebellum

into the opposite superior cerebellar peduncle

after removal of the lateral lobe.
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"MautlmerT s f ibr es. ^ ° '

These remarkable fibres are present in

most of the teleosteans. They are two giant fibres,

or,rather?a strand of fibres enclosed in one medul¬

lary sheath,which are present in the most caudal

extremity of the cord, pass upwards in its an¬

terior columns without interruption, into the

medulla. They are then situated in the dorsal

part of the posterior longitudinal fasciculus

within which they continue their course until they

reach the level of the middle of the eighth nucleus

where they decussate in the/raphe and end in re¬

lation to a peculiar group of cells which form a spe¬

cial organ for these fibres. The most recent and

complete description of these- fibres is given by

Roister. He has proved by experiment that the

fibres are centripetal, since they.degenerate most

markedly in their cephalic portion after division

in any part of their course. They probably arise

in cells at various levels of the cord, the fine

fibres being collected into one common medullary

sheath, within which they pass upwards towards the

medulla, receiving fine fibrils at all levels

throughout their course. At the level mentioned

abovefafter the fibres have decussated,the medullary

sheath disappears and the fibre breaks up into its
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component fibrils. Hie thickness of the fibre ap¬

pears to vary at different levels. The end-organ

of this fibre consists of a large pear-shaped cell,

placed on the side of the raphe in the floor of the

ventricle, the point directed forwards and in¬

wards. Surrounding the cell is a layer of granular

matter, within which the fibrils of the Mauthner's

fibre ends, External to this layer again, is a cap¬

sule which, narrows internally to a funnel-shaped

opening, into which the fibre is received before it

breaks up, and outside the capsule on the median

aspect of the end organ there is a group of nerve

cells whose processes end in the granular matter

inside the capsule. The large central cell has

processes which pass out ventrally and laterally,

the lateral ones coming into relation with the

eighth nucleus. There is one very large ventral

process which passes directly ventral and then

turns forward, givin- off one or two small collater¬

als on its way. It probably is the axis-cylinder

of the cell (Xblster), but its termination is un¬

known. Mauthner's fibres are present in most of

the teleosts, in some of the ganoids, dipnoi, and

in several amphibians. They are not present in any

selachian cerebellum examined. Kolster thinks them
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" A

analogous to the large Mailers fibres found in am-

phioxus and in the cyclostomes, but there is little

doubt that the Mullers fibres are present in all

fishes and amphibians whether Mauthner's fibres,

are represented or not, as will be seen below. If

Kclster's views are correct, it is evident that

Mauthner's fibres with their end-organs must be

part of the equilibrating system, forming a centri¬

petal sensory path from all levels of the cord^ which
is in connection with the eighth nucleus and with

some higher level as yet undetermined. It is

generally believed now that the dendrites of a

cell conduct centripetaily, so that if the pro¬

cesses of the large central cell are ordinary

dendrites, the cell must represent a centre where

impulses which are derived from the eighth nucleus,

and from various levels of the cord, meet,and are

transmitted higher by the axone of the cell. It

does not seem certain that this complicated organ is

subject to the laws which control simple nerve cells,

sq all that can be definitely said at present is

that it is part of a system peculiar to certain

fishes and amphibians, which relates all levels of

the cord with the eighth nucleus and possibly with

higher parts.
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Tliese Mauthner's fibres are different from

the coarse " Muller's fibres" which form the lateral

and median vestibule-spinal tracts. rihe former

are the only survival of certain pairs of colossal

cells present in ammocoetes (Mayer ) and petromyzon

(Ahiborn). In these forms there are several such

pairs of cells, sending their processes into the

cord by way of the posterior fasciculus, the most

important being in the neighbourhood of the posterior

commissure, the oculo-motor nuclei, and the eighth

nuclei respectively. The only representative of

these colossal cells and fibres in the higher fishes

are "Mauthner's" fibres and cells,which appear^ as

just described, in the neighbourhood of the eighth

nucleus. Mayer is of opinion that these cells

and.fibres are represented in the higher forms by

groups of cells, forming nuclei and the strands of

fibres known as Muiier's fibres, but this seems im¬

probable, since in some cyclostomes and fishes, and scjme

amphibians, the two systems are both present, very

fully developed. It, is more probable that the colos

sal cells are peculiar to the lower vertebrates and

disappear in higher forms, while the other system is

permanent throughout the vertebrate series.



The Eighth Nerve in the Amphibian.
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The frog.

The medulla of the frog is much simpler

in its arrangement than that of the fishes. Not

only are the. lateral line nerves and nuclei absent,

but the remaining nuclei and tracts are clearly

marked and comparatively simple, while the cere¬

bellum is reduced to a mere'transverse fold;

The disappearance of the lateral line system is

exceedingly well shown in the gradual transition

of the frog from its aquatic to its terrestrial

mode of life. Strong, who has studied the matter

fully, proved that the tadpole possessed a set of

dorsal sensory nerves which were unrepresented in th

full-grown frog, and that these nerves supplied the

lateral line sense organs, which are present in the

tadpole at one stage of its growth, but which dis¬

appear when complete development is attained. Thus

the seventh- nerve in the
. tadpole consists of motor

fibres and two varieties of sensory fibres, vagal

and lateral line, but in the adult frog only the

motor and vagal fibres are left; the lateral line

contingent has disappeared. The tadpole thus re¬

sembles the fishes in the structure of its medulla

in this respect, but the adult frog resembles the

higher vertebrates.
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The,eighth nucleus therefore in the tadpol

supplies the auditory organ alone, and has no as¬

sociated lateral line nucleus, and no cerebellar

■crest, which seems to be more peculiarly associated

with the lateral line portion of the nucleus,
thus

The nerve might.be correctly called the auditory/S

nerve but regard being had to the double function

of the inner ear it is perhaps wiser to adhere to

the wider term "eighth nerve".

The first distinct indication of the

division of the ijerve into cochlear and vestibular

roots appears in the frog, and the corresponding

nuclei are more individualised,than in the fish

The cochlear nucleus will be described if irst. as it

is the most conspicuous part of the system. The

lowest of its cells appear at the level of the high¬

est motor root of the vago-glossopharyngeal nerve?

and become grouped into a distinct nucleus on the

dorso-lateral part of the medulla, internal to the

fibres of the inferior root of the eighth (to be

afterwards described). Fl<j 3J. It may be mentioned here
that owing to the small size of the cerebellum, the

fourth ventricle is narrow laterally and deep

antero-posteriorly, and the eighth nucleus is

therefore more dorsally placed than in animals in

which the cerebellum is highly developed. A glance
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at the plates will explain this,

'this nucleus attains its maximum size a

little below the level of the motor root of the

seventh nerve, and then decreases, having com¬

pletely disappeared at the level of the motor root

of the fifth nerve. Throughout its extent, it

continues to occupy a position in the most dorsal

part of the medulla, internal to the inferior root

and dorsal to the vestibular nucleus of the eighth
3>~J- I

nerve. A As will be mentioned later it gives rise/\ —»

to a distinct nerve, the cochlear root of the

eighth nerve.

The vestibular nucleus is not so well defined as th

cochlear, as its cells are scattered amongst many

fibres, instead of being gathered into a compact

nucleus. It lies ventral to the cochlear nucleus,

and is bounded internally by the arcuate fibres

which issue from the latter, and ventrally by the

emerging motor root of the seventh nerve for part

of its. extent. Its lower extremity is not

definitely marked off, as it begins simply as

scattered cells among the fibres of the inferior

root, and its upper extremity merges in the fifth

nucleus and Uebergangsganglion without a clear line

of separation, orl'
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In addition to these two nuclei Koppen

figures a small group of cells lying in the dorsal

part of the cochlear nucleus, which he describes as

a separate nucleus giving rise to a separate root.

He compares it to a similar root and nucleus describe

as a part of the facial nerve in petromyzon by

Ahlborn. This, nucleus was not seen in any of the

specimens examined and is probably merely a slightly

specialised portion of the cochlear nucleus, or

perhaps a vestige of the lateral line system.

The ceils of .th-o eighth nuc 1 eus.

The cells of the cochlear nucleus are large

and rounded, while those of the vestibular nucleus

are smaller and multipolar,, with many processes.

There were some large multipolar cells in its upper

part representing-Deiters.' nucleus.

The" roots of the eighth nerve in the frog

are two in number, a dorsal or cochlear root and a

ventral or vestibular root.

The cochlear root enters the dorsal or cochlear part

of the eighth nucleus as a compact bundle of fibres

which spread out within the nucleus in a fan-shaped

manner, and terminates amongst the cells. It forms(
a distinct single root whose fibres are distributed

1
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to the saccular sense-organs in the inner ear.

'lhe vestibular root, on the other hand, enters the

medulla in scattered small bundles,piercing the

dorsal part of the inferior root of the fifth nerve.

Its fibres enter the vestibular nucleus, and break up

into an ascending and a descending branch which

end among the cells of the nucleus. The descending

branches are strong and well-marked, forming the

inferior root of the eighth nerve, but the ascending

branches are shorter and feebler. They pass' upwarc.

terminating at various levels in connection with the

scattered cells in this region. These are related to

both fifth and eighth nerves, and are probably

analogous to the "Uebergangsganglion" of the fishes.

The inferior root, as already said is composed' of

the descending branches of the vestibular root fibres

It contains among its bundles of fibres many cells,

the downward continuation of the vestibular nucleus.

The fibres of this root extend downwards in the

medulla, as far as the upper termination of the

dorsal.columns of the cord, and throughout its ex¬

tent it lies on the dorsal aspect of the inferior

root of the fifth nerve. In its lower part it is

bounded internally by the sensory vagus nucleus. F^?.
The Seventh Nerve.

The seventhnerve in the frog consists of

(f ic jifO.

-3(0-AO .
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two roosts, a ventral motor, and a dorsal sensory part,

The ventral motor root, arises from a group of large

cells lying ventral to the lateral angle of the

fourth ventricle, further removed from the middle

line than in the fishes, It curves outwards,ventral

to the vestibular nucleus of the eighth nerve, and

emerges from the medulla in close association with

the vestibular nerve.

^le dorsal sensory root is the analogue of the vagal

root of fishes - the pars intermedia of mammals.

It arises from a very small upward, continuation

of the vagus nucleus, and emerges on the'dorsal as¬

pect of the motor root of the seventh nerve. It

should be mentioned here, that the sensory vagus

nucleus is much more restricted in size than it was

in the fishes, and forms a small column of grey

matter, (Pig%J>"'< containing the ascending and

descending branches of the upper sensory vagus roots

which are collected into a definite tract known as

the fasciculus communis in the lower vertebrates.

The term fasciculus is unfortunate as in all cases

there is more than nerve fibres in the column,—there

are always associated cells forming a nucleus. The

dorsal sensory root of the facial in the frog is

derived from the upper end of this nucleus.
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Thc connections of the Eighth nucleus.

Connections of the vestibular nucleus (Nucleus of

Dei tors).

The more ventral portion of the eighth

nucleus, that part which receives the vestibular

nerve, has a very different intra-cerebral connection

from the more dorsal or cochlear, portion. The

fibres which pass out from it are evidently divided
|tA/V1

into two sets, (Figs. ). The tract begins to

emerge from it at the level of the upper vagoglosso¬

pharyngeal root, and extends upwards as far as the

emerging facial root. The other tract is more

limited in its origin, being only seen on transverse

section, for a short distance above the level of the

emerging facial root. Those are the .median and

lateral vestibular tracts. The firsi tract emerges

from the ventro-mesial aspect of the nucleus, and

passes ventrally and inwards for a short distance,

then turns more sharply inwards towards the posterior

longitudinal fasciculus. (Figs. 35-3 )4 Here some

of the fibres remain while others cross the raphe to

the fasciculus of the opposite side. The relative

size of the fasciculus above and below this level,

indicates that most of these fibres must turn down¬

wards towards the cord.
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'iiiG second set of fibres from the vestibular nucleus

emerges also from the ventro-mesial aspect of the

nucleus, but, as the fibres pass directly ventrally,

they cross the first bundle at an acute angle

(fig. 3^ ) shortly after their emergence from the
nucleus. They pass into the anterc-lateral column

of the medulla, where they also bend into a vertical

direction and pass downwards towards the cord.

(FigThe last described group of fibres is

easily distinguished by its open loose character,

and by the coarseness of its fibres.

Within the cord and medulla; the fibres

from the vestibular nucleus are very prominent,

when compared with the other fibres, by reason of

their great size, They were fully described by

Koppen in his article on the frog's brain, and were

recognised by him as "Mullers fibres". Since,

however, this term has been applied rather vaguely,

and is often confused with the term Mauthner's

fibres, I propose to discardit altogether, and give

the tracts from the vestibular nucleus to the cord

the same names as have been applied to it in the

mammalian brain,-the vestibulo-spinal tracts

The cerebellar vestibular tract.

Some coarse fibres are seen to pass up¬

wards in the posterior longitudinal fasciculus,

above the level of the eighth nucleus towards the
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mid-brain. These may be fibres from the vestibular

nucleus to the third nerve, but I could not deter¬

mine from the sections available whether they rose

from this nucleus, or were continued upwards from

lower parts. In the frog the fasciculus seemed

to end almost entirely at the level of the third

nucleus. (Pigs. V/>4*)
In addition to these tracts, fibres are

seen to arise in the upper part of the eighth nu¬

cleus and pass upwards towards the cerebellum.

(Figs/'fe-;,,/,i'^. They were not direct continuations

of the vestibular roots, but arose in the upper

part of t'h.e" nucleus. After passing upwards a short

distance, they turned into a dorsal direction and

spread out within a nucleus in the cerebellum,

some of the fibres,at least,decussating to end

in the opposite part of this nucleus. There is

no evidence to show whether this tract is afferent

or efferent to the cerebellum in the frog, but the

natural inference is that it resembles the similar

tract present in the higher vertebrates and un¬

doubtedly efferent in their case. In these forms

it is called -the cerdbrello-vestibular tract, a

term which I think may be safely applied to it

in the frog also.
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The connections of the cochlear nucleus.

From its lowest to its highest point (Figs

this nucleus gives off on its ventro-mesial aspect

a large number of fine fibres, which become part

of the internal arcuate system of the medulla; and

in its upper portion it gives off a set of fibres

passing external to the inferior root of the fifth

nerve, which also become part of the arcuate sys-

C 0 i/l#

The first group of fibres passes forwards

and inwards, crossing the bundle of fibres from

the vestibular nucleus to the posterior longitudinal

fasciculus, and is directed towards the raphe,

which it crosses about the middle of its extent, ven¬

tral to the decussation of the bundle from the

r\ 3$ - 11 >

vestibular nucleus. '"'Ta Its fibres could not be traced

further, but from the increase of fibres in the

formatio reticularis at this level it is probable

that some of them must have turned upwards. The re¬

mainder continue their course horizontally in the

opposite formatio reticularis, running somewhat

obliquely across it to terminate in relation to a

nucleus, which,from its position and connections,

is evidently the representative in the frog of the

superior olive- of higher vertebrates. ,(Figs. 38~J/0)
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This internal group of fibres from the cochlear

nucleus would therefor correspond to the striae

mcdullares. The second, group of fibres from the

cochlear nucleus curves outside the fifth nucleus

as a compact strand, and then spreads out, fan-wise

to form the more ventral portion of the arcuate

system. (Pigs.^0"^ The great majority of these

fibres cross the raphe to the opposite side, where

they either end in relation to the superior olive,

or turn upwards without interruption, to form part

of a tract which appears at this level. The group

of fibres last described would thus correspond to

the corpus trapezoidcum of mammals, and. the tract

which turns upwarois in relation to the superior

olive' to the lateral fillet. Traced, upwards this •

tract is seen to form a distinct strand of fibres,

gradually becoming more dorsally placed, in the

lateral region of the -medulla and. lower part of the

mid-brain until it reaches a level a little above

the point of exit of the third nerve, where it

bends backwards more sharply to terminate in re¬

lation to a nucleus in the lower and ventral por-

tion of the optic lobe/R'cj.t^ihis nucleus is the same

structure as the torus semi-circularis of the bony
b, .

fishes, and as Mayser pointed out, this structure is

evidently the representative of the posterior corpus
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quadrigeminum of higher mammals.

I was not able to trace the upper termina¬

tion of the tract from the cochlear nucleus which

turned upwards in the formatio reticularis. It

may be analogous to the tegmental tract described

by Ko lliker in the human medulla.

The connections of the Cerebellum.

The cerebellum of the frog is a very in¬

significant structure, and I could only find one

strand (in addition to that connecting it with the

vestibular nucleus), linking it to other parts.

This second connection was a bundle of fibres which

collected in the interior of the cerebellum and

(f,£ jH;
passed forwards and upwards after leaving it. The

fibres disappeared at the lower part of the optic

' lobe, but it was not possible to decide whether they

ended in relation to the parts here or decussated

and ended in the opposite side, too little was known

about the tract to justify the application of the

name superior cerebellar peduncle to it, although

it resembled that body in some of its relations.

There was no distinct evidence of a direct communica¬

tion between the cerebellum and the cord, although

Koppen mentions that the cerebellum receives tracts

from the cord.
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Th e valvula of the cerebellum was connected

with the cord by means of tracts of fine fibres

which ascended from the cord into the ventral columns

of the medulla. At the level of the eighth nerve

these turned obliquely backwards, lying externally

to the lateral fillet, and appeared to terminate

in the valvula. (Figs. Similar fibres were

described in the fishes.

'.there wore no Mailthner.'s fibres present

in the frog, but Strong pictures them as present in

the tadpole and in some amphibia.
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Tho Ss rpa n-t.

In some respects the reptilian medulla

closely resembles the amphibian, the main difference

being the closer approximation of the eighth nuclei,

by tho increased narrowing of the fourth ventricle,

and the greater complexity and number of the strands

of nerve fibres. As in the frog the cerebellum is

small and insignificant, but tho optic lobes are

better developed and there is a. distinct appearance

of a posterior corpus quadrigeminum. Tho eighth

nuclo i lies, as has been already said, on the dorsal

aspect of the medulla, even more markedly so than in

the frog. It is distinctly divided into dorsal

cochlear and a ventral vestibular portion of which

the cochlear portion is the larger, and bettor

developed, being more evidently a distinct nucleus

in the serpent than in the fishes or the frog.

The vestibular nucleus and its connections on the

other hand are relatively small when compared with

the corresponding system in other vertebrates. The

relative importance of the cochlear nucleus and the

posterior corpus quadrigeminum is to bo explained

by the great increase in importance of the sense

organs of the reptilian cochlea. The want of

development in the vestibular system is due evidently

to the absence of any necessity for a complicated

equilibrs.ting .mechanism.
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Th e cochlear nucleus appears a short distance above

the. upper root of the vago-glossopharyngeal nerve.

It forms an oval body, its long axis lying trans¬

versely with so me fibres situated at its inner pole,

and the cochlear nerve emerging from its outer pole.

The nucleus is pale, and does not contain many

fibres. It extends upqards almost as far as the

level of the emerging fifth nerve, and attains its

maximum size a little below the point of emergence

of the seventh nerve. (Figs. . As in other

forms the cochlear nucleus lies dorsal to the ves¬

tibular nucleus, which in the serpent, as already

said is a comparatively inconspicuous structure.

As will be seen from figure ^ The cochlear
nucleus is in close relation to the ventral surface

of the cerebellum, owing to the displacement inwards

of the whole eighth nucleus.

The vestibular nucleus lies ventral to the cochlear

nucleus, and does not occupy so great a vertical

extent as does the latter. In its lower portion

(figit appears on transverse section as
of fibres

scattered, cells among strands, and is traversed byA

the arcuate fibres, some of which arise from the

cochlear nucleus. At higher levels (figs. )

the vestibular nucleus contains many cells and. is

therefore somewhat paler in colour and looser in
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texture than below. Its upper extremity merges

insensibly into the lower end of the fifth nucleus

and the Uebergangsganglion. It receives the fibres

of the vestibular root, which break up within it

into ascending and descending branches, (fig. & b~ )
the former terminating in relation to the cells at

the upper end of the nucleus, the latter forming

the inferior root.

The inferior root of the eighth nerve is formed by

the descending branches of the fibres of the vesti¬

bular root. It lies dorsal and internal to the

inferior root of the fifth nerve, and dorso-external

to the sensory nucleus of the vago-glossopharyngeal

nerve, where this is present. It extends downwards

its fibres gradually ending in relation to the cells

scattered amongst them. The lowest fibres end in

close proximity to the nucleus of the posterior

columns of the cord. The inferior root of the

eighth nerve is not so large in proportion to the

remainder of the medulla in the serpent as in other

vertebrates.

The seventh nerve.

The seventh nerve in the serpent as in the

other vertebrates consists of a ventral motor and a

dorsal sensory root,

'^ne ventral motor root arises from cells placed
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somewhat laterally in the dorsal part of the formatio

reticularis in much the same position as in the
t ^

frog.'"in. The nucleus did not appear to be so compact

as in the frog and fishes, but consisted of more

scattered cells,

The dorsal sensory root of the seventh nerve ap¬

peared on the dorsal aspect of the motor root, as

a few fibres derived from the continuation upwards

of the upper end of the sensory vagus nucleus.

(Figs. (oi'.U). sensory root of the vagus does not

form a distinct fasciculus communis in the serpent,

so that its nucleus resembles that of the fishes

rather than that of the frog. There is a slight

suggestion of the fasciculus solitarius in one part

of the lower medulla. (Fig. ^ )

The roots of the eighth nerve are not so

distinctly divided as in the frog, but the dis¬

tinction between the cochlear and the vestibular

roots is present.

.The cochlear root, begins ...to appear , a little above

the highest glossopharyngeal root. It emerges from

the outer pole of the cochlear nucleus as a compact

bundle, lying dorsal to the inferior root of the

fifth nerve. Its fibres enter the nucleus,among

whose cells .they appear to terminate at once.
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1 he 7ssiibular root appears at a higher levelT and in

its lower part is closely connected with the coch¬

lear root (fig. ), but at the level of the facial

nerve, above the exit of the cochlear root, the
root 6-q

vestibular forms an independent structure. ' It
A /»

enters the medulla in several small rootlets, partly

through and partly dorsal to the inferior root of the

fifth nerve, and breaks up in relation to the

cells of the vestibular nucleus into ascending and

descending branches. These have already been

described. (page )

The cells of the eighth nucleus of the serpent are

not described here, as the material available for

the study of the reptilian medulla was very limited.

The connection of the eighth nuclei.

As in other forms described there are in th

serpent two different paths from the eighth nuclei,

a vestibular and a cochlear.

The vestibular nucleus gives rise to two sets of

fibres, the median-vestibulo-spinal tract and the

lateral, vestibnlP-spina 1 tract.

The median vestibulo-spinal tract arises

on the inner aspect of the nucleus and curves for¬

ward towards the middle line, where, in part, at least,
i>" L "*

it crosses the raphe. Some of its fibres enter the
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posterior longitudinal fascicul\is of the same side,

and some join the opposite fasciculus. Both these

groups turn downwards in great part towards the cord.

The,re is no doubt that the fibres of this system

become incorporated to a great extent in the fas¬

ciculus; that they do not pass upward is evident

since the fasciculus is smaller anove than below, so

that the fibres entering at this level must pursue

a downward path constituting the median vestibulo¬

spinal tract.

The lateral vestibule spinal tract is much less con¬

spicuous in the serpent than in the frog and the

bony fishes. It arises from the ventral aspect of

the vestibular nucleus, crosses the emerging root

of the facial nerve as scattered fibres,and spreads

out into a scanty, widely diffused tract, which in

era,nsverse sections "craverses the medulla in a dorso-
A

ventral direction, being also directed downwards, and

is lost to sight in the formatio reticularis in the

area dorsal to the superior olive. ^A^.this point it

turns downwards and can be traced throughout the

medulla as a group of coarse fibres, lying in the

ventro-lateral column, from the remainder of which it

is distinguished by the comparative coarseness of

its f iibres. , S3 - S-#.)
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The cochlear nucleus is connected with other intra¬

cerebral structures by moans of a broad band of

fibres which emerge on its ventral aspect, traverse

the vestibular nucleus, and enter the formatio reti-

cularis as arcuate fibres. Some of these cross

the raphe in its most dorsal part, others are more

ventrally placed.. Some of the more dorsally placed

fibres continue their course obliquely across the

opposite format io reticularis and- either end in re¬

lation to a group of cells there, ;ihc superior olive

or turn upwards, without interruption in this nu¬

cleus, to form a strand of fibres, the lateral fillet

which passes obliquely upwards and backwards to end
( 7>C| (f 4)

in the posterior egrpus quadrizeminum. The latter

structure is well marked in the serpent, and con¬

tains a distinct nucleus, within which the fibres
arcuate

of the lateral fillet end. Others of these^fibrc

run forward in the raphe to the most ventral por¬

tion of the medulla and then bend into the opposite

antero-lateral columns where they end on the inner

side of the superior olive, or pass upwards in the

lateral fillet.* ®b.Q fibres which approach the raphe

in its middle' third, are lost in the opposite

formatio reticularis. All these arcuate fibres,

from the cochlear nucleus are the representatives of
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ihe striae medullares of mammals,Ftj-i-y^here wore
no arcuate fibres from the cochlear nucleus running

externally to the 'inferior root of the fifth nerve

so that there was no representative in the serpent

of the corpus trapezoideum of mammals.
(

fihe connections of the cerebellum.

The cerebellum in the snake is a small and

unimportant structure. It is connected with the

eighth nucleus by the fibres which run from it to

that nucleus. (Fig. ^7 ) It has another tract

which forms in its more lateral parts and passes

into the medulla, at the level above the fifth

nucleus*, There it apparently becomes diffusely '

scattered, but some at least of its fibres de¬

cussate below the third nucleus (fig. (e\ )', It

may therefore be taken to represent the superior

cerebellar peduncle: and is probably analogous to

the "Bindearm" of the fishes. The upper portion

of the cerebellum is connected with the cord by

means of fibres which pass into it from the lateral

portion of the medulla, the corpus restiforme
. Cj U.(\oCvi-<Q:rrv\\yy\ .(fig. U-feri), and the vauvula cerebeldri, which is

a large body in the serpent,receives fibres from

the anterior columns.These fibres pass up in the

lateral and antero-lateral columns and begin to
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curve backwards along the periphery of the medulla

into the cerebellum above the point of exit of the

sensory fifth nerve. They continue to pass back¬

wards throughout the whole extent of the valvula

and lower part of the corpus quadrigeminum, the

highest of the fibres.being closely associated with

the lateral fillet. Edinger figures them in the

alligator and calls them tractus cei ebello-spina1is

The fine-fibres from, the anterior columns have been

described before as present.also in the fishes and
\

amphibians.



The Eighth. Nerve in the Bird,

Plates. XXIII -XXVII!
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Th o eighth nerve in the Pigeon.

The medulla of the pigeon in many respects

resembles that of the serpent in its general ar¬

rangement, as will be seen if the illustrated figures
are compared. There are however some important

differences, of which only those that relate to

the subject at present under consideration, will be

noted here.

There is a great increase in the size of

the cerebellum,and the cerebellar nucleus has

greatly developed, being now represented by two nu¬

clei. The cochlear nucleus is somewhat increased

in size and complexity, the vestibular root and

nucleus are very much larger relatively to other

parts than in any form as yet studied. There is no

distinct corpus quadrigeminum. There is a distinct

and important restiform body, conveying tracts from

the cord to the cerebellum, and the inferior olives,

which in lower forms were represented merely by

scattered cells, now form i, well-marked nuclei in

connection with a system of arcuate fibres.

All these changes are evidently due to the

great development of the necessity for equilibrating

power in the life of the bird, and the greater com¬

plexity of the apparatus for hearing. It is interes

ing to note that in the bird the vestibular root is
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very much larger than the cochlear root, while in

the serpent the reverse was found. The cochlear

root is comparatively poorly represented in the

bird, being smaller than in the serpent in pro¬

portion to th*e size of the medulla and the posterior

corpus quadrigeminum has disappeared. The reduc¬

tion of the cochlear root is explained by the fact

that the cochlear sense organs of the bird are not

so perfect as in the serpent.

The cochlear nucleus in the bird is divided into two

parts . which Brandis has described as a large-

cel1ed nuc1eus, the large-celled nucleus being in it^
turn divided into smaller groups by the passage of

fibres through it, and a small-"tejjis nucleus.

The lowest part of this nucleus appears

above the level of the highest glossopharyngeal roo t^, [ F> ^ ~is,
and is placed on the dorsal aspect of the medulla

"external to the upper end of the, sensory vagus

nucleus and dorsal to the inferior roots of the

eighth nerve. The large size oi the sensory vagus

nucleus in the pigeon pushes the cochlear nucleus

in its lower part, somewhat further from the mesial

plane than in the serpent. It appears at first as

an oval group of cells on the dorsal aspect of the

vestibular root, and gradually increases in size in

higher sections until it has reached its maximum
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a little below the level of the motor root of the

seventh. It has also become displaced laterally

by the development of a nucleus on its internal

aspect (the small-celled nucleus of Brandis).

This latter body is a long oval in shape,and is

placed obliquely across the inner pole of the

large-celled nucleus, in such a manner as to cut

off a portion of the latter nucleus. (Pig. 7M )- )

Its long axis runs forwards and inwards. It does

not seem to receive root fibres directly, but only

after their transmission through the large-celled

nucleus, A few root fibres were seen to pass to¬

wards it, but were not traced into it. It is

connected., closely with the arcuate system to which

i 87
it contributes a great number of fibres. (Pig-, /^n).° A

The small group of cells cut off from the main

large-celled nucleus by the development of the

small-celled nucleus forms an upward extension,

which appears at higher levels as a small oval nu¬

cleus in the lateral wall of the fourth nucleus,

giving off some of the striae medullares. This

nucleus has a close resemblance to the nucl us

of mammals which Kclliker describes as being in¬

timately connected in man with the striae acusticae,

Brandis has suggested that two of the sub¬

divisions of the large-celled nucleus are the
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analcgues of the anterior acustic nucleus and the

tubcrculum acusticum of mammals, but the position

and relations of the various nuclei make it much

more likely that the large-celled nucleus is the

analogue of the anterior acustic nucleus, while the

small-celled nucleus develops into the tuberculum

acusticum. In support of this view it may be noted

here that the corpus restiforme in birds passes

into the cerebellum external to the cochlear nucleus,

whereas in mammals it inserts itself between the

cochlear and the vestibular nuclei, passing into the

cerebellum on the inner aspect of the cochlear
t

nuclei,. which are thus displaced and made to

assume a much more ventral and lateral position

in mammals than in birds. If the figures

illustrating the cat' and the pigeon are compared,

this will be evident. (Fig^/.-rPlUrtfwg^y this alteration

in position the small-celled nucleus(tuberculum

acusticum) would come to lie on the dorsal instead

of, on the internal aspect of the large-celled

nucleus(the anterior acustic nucleus). This subject

will be again discussed in the description of the

mammalian cochlear connections (Page IW.). Tt will
and

only be mentioned here that the connections, .the
A

character and arrangement of the cells of the two

nuclei support this view.
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Th c vestibular nucleus in the pigeon as in other

vertebrates is much less distinctly circumscribed

than the cochlear nucleus. It consists of scattered

cells lying among the inferior fibres of the root of

the eighth nerve and,at higher levels, among the

entering fibres of the vestibular root. At the level

of the emerging root of the seventh nerve they are

collected into a distinct nucleus (Deiters nucleus)/'1

which gives origin to the vestibulo-spinal tract.

This group lies ventral to the small-celled cochlear

nucleus. Its upper limit is not well marked, but

is in connection with groups of cells which are pre¬

sent at the junction of the cerebellum with the medul

la scattered amongst the fibres of the various cere-
7 ^

bellar tracts in this position, •• These scattered

groups of cells merge into the proper nuclei of the
^ ft(y« 7 <9 j

cerebellum, so that it cannot be said that there isA

a hard and fast line between these latter nuclei and

that of the vestibular nerve.

The dorsal nucleus of the eighth nerve ap¬

pears in birds on the inner side of the inferior root

of the eighth nerve.^nVjEts lower limit is a little
below the upper end of the vagus nucleus, and it

extends upwards as far as the level of the upper

vestibular roots. It consists of a number of small
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cells enclosed in a very fine network of fibres,

which seem to be in part collaterals and in part

the root fibres of the vestibular nerve. On its

inner surface it gives off fibres which become part

of the internal arcuate system.

The infeiior root of the civil oh nerve is formed by

the descending branches of the vestibular nerve
.71.

(fig. 6pThese pass downwards in the medulla in an
area ventral to the cochlear nucleus, internal to

the corpus restiformeand dorsal to the inferior root

of the fifth nerve. The -sensory vagus lies internal

to it at lower levels. Its inferior limit is about

the level of the hypoglossal^ nerve where it ends in
close relation to the inferior root of the fifth

nerve and the nuclei of the posterior columns. (Pig 70 )
There are many cells scattered among its strands,

in relation to which the fibres terminate, so that

the root is paler and less striking in birds than in

many other animals.

The cells of the eighth nucleus.

The cells of the large-celled nucleus are

large, some of them multipolar, but a number of them

rounded and with few dendrites. The small-celled

nucleus contains cells of various sizes, some multi¬

polar, but mostly oval and all smaller than those of
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the large-ceiled -nucleus. They are arranged with

their long axis lying at right angles to the long

axis of the nucleus.» The vestibular nucleus con¬

tains many cells of varying sizes but all multipolar.

At its upper pole the group which gives rise to the

vestibulo-spinal tracts (Deiters' nucleus) is formed

of very large multipolar cells with many dendrites.

The axis cylinder of the cells form the vestibulo¬

spinal tracts. Above the level of this nucleus

are groups of irregularly scattered cells forming

a large diffuse group the cerebello-vestibular nu¬

cleus of Brandis.

The roots of the eighth nucleus are two .in number -

cochlear and vestibular.

The cochlear root enters in one compact bundle dorsal

to the inferior root and to the lower part of the

vestibular root,( ft<j[]3}!t breads up immediately on ■

entering the large-celled cochlear nucleus into

fibres, which terminate in relation to the cells here,

Some of the fibres seem to curve round the ventral

aspect of the nucleus to enter the small-celled nu¬

cleus, but this appearance was not constant.

The vestibular root is very large.fFgw^It enters the

medulla in numerous small bundles, piercing the

restiform body. The lowest of these bundles breaks

up into ascending and descending fibres very shortly
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after entering the- medulla, but the higher bundle

passes in considerably further to end in relation to

Deilers' nucleus. (Fig. 7li ). Brandis states that

these roots pass in as far as the raphe and cross

the middle line, bur apparently he has concluded

that the roots are continuous with the great number

of arcuate fibres which pass inwards from the whole

vestibular nucleus towards the raphe.

The fibres of the vestibular root divide

into ascending and descending branches, the former encl

in relation to Deiters' nucleus and the scattered

cells forming the cerebello-vestibular nucleus.

The descending branches, as already saidrform the

inferior root. The lower fibres of the vestibular

root appear at the lower level of the sixth nerve,

its upper fibres at the level of the facial nerve.

It has a greater vertical extent than the cochlear

roo t.

The facial nerve is apparently purely motor in the

pigeon.^(jWfjit arises from a nucleus in the formatio
reticularis external to the sixth nucleus. There

was no evidence in the sections examined of a pars

intermedia, (a fasciculus communis or vagal root).
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TJb.e co nncctio rs of the eighth nucleus are wide-spread

in the pigeon, but show little or no variation from

the conditions present in other 'types,

A recent paper by Wallenberg, on the de¬

generation resulting from an injury to the lateral

part of the cerebellum and the cochlear and vestibu¬

lar nuclei has been of great service in giving de¬

finite information concerning the intra-cerebral

paths from, these nuclei.

The connections of the cochlear nucleus. Prom its

ventfo-internal aspect this nucleus gives off

throughout its extent a strand of fibres which forms

the most dorsal part of the arcuate system and is

equivalent to the .striae medullares of mammals,

(Pigs. 13-yS) These fibres curve inwards and for¬
wards, parallel to the wall of the ventricle, skirting

the small-celled nucleus where present, and taking

up a certain number of fibres from it. They then

form arcuate fibres and enter the raphe, the most

dorsal crossing it at once, while the others bond

ventrally in the raphe. The fibres which cross the
at once

middle line bend backwards on the dorsal part of the

opposite formatio reticularis and end in relation to

the small-celled nucleus of the opposite side.

.Wallenberg, regards them as commissural
fibres.
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The- second group of fibres runs> forwards

in the raphe towards the ventral part of the medulla.

Ihoy then bend into "the opposite formatio reticularis

and pass outwards to end in relation to the cells of

the superior olive or to bend upwards to form part

of the lateral fillet. Brandis attributed a large

number of the cerebellar fibres to this nucleus, but

this connection did not appear in the sections examined.

The arcuate fibres from the large and small-celled

cochlear nuclei seem, to follow the same intra-cerebral

course. It was not possible to distinguish them from

each other by the process employed.

The superior olive is quite a distinct structure in

the pigeon. (Fig. 7. and, as in the serpent, is

continued upwards as the nucleus of the lateral fillet,

(in the hen there was a small group of cells in ad¬

dition to the main olive, on its ventral and inner

aspect in the position of the nucleus of the corpus

trapeze ideumy It gives off fibres which pass in¬

wards and backwards, towards the grey matter of the

floor of the fourth ventricle. These fibres,though
they resembled the peduncle-of the olive in mammals,

were not traced-into direct relation to the sixth

nucleus, as.-their course was obscured by the arcuate

fibres in"the dorsal part of the formatio reticularis.
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'65
The lateral fillet pass obliquely upwards and back¬

wards and is accompanied throughout its course by a

nucleus, the lateral fillet nucleus, the direct con¬

tinuation upwards of the superior olive. Throughout

the longitudinal extent of the nucleus fibres,

similar to those f rom th e s uperior o1iv e, ar e givcn

off on its dorso-internal aspect and pass inwards

towards the grey matter in: the floor of the ventricle

and aqueduct. At /the level of the lower part of the

oculo-motor nuclei this strand is much more marked,

and some at least of its fibres end in relation to

these nuclei, others decussate in the raphe and are

lost in the opposite formatio reticularis. Bruce-

has figured this connection and Koiliker also des¬

cribes it. It is specially well marked in the

opossum, and. rat. (Fig,e
The lateral fillet and. its nucleus con¬

tinue to become more 'dorsally . situated -until, at the

level of the isthmus, the nucleus becomes merged in

a nucleus at the lateral portion of one isthmus, but

some of the fibres of the fillet are continued up¬

wards to the ganglion "laterals mesencephali (fig.$t— $%)

of the optic lobe, the analogue of the;torus semi-

circularis of the fishes and. amphibia/?,)'
Some arcuate fibres were seen coursing

round the outer side of the inferior root of the fifth
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nerve, but it was impossible to determine whether

they rose from the cochlear or the vestibular nu¬

cleus. It cannot be said therefore that there was

evidence of a corpus trapezoidcum in the pigeon, but

in the hen,in which the vestibular system is reduced

and the cochlear system more prominent, there was a
corpus

distinct trapezoidoum.

the connections of the vestibular nucleus wore ac¬

curately shown by the degeneration resulting from the

destruction of the vestibular nucleus in Wallenberg's

case. Prom the mesial aspect of the nucleus fibres

were traced to the posterior longitudinal fasciculus

of both sides, and from this tract some fibres were

given off to the nucleus of the sixth nerve of the same

side. Within the posterior longitudinal fasciculi

some of the fibres turned upwards while others turned

downwards. .Those which turned upwards were in the

opposite fasciculus,within which they continued their

course as high as the level of the oculo-motor nuclei.

They then left the fasciculus and terminated in re¬

lation to the nuclei of the fourth and third nerves.

The descending fibres entered the fasciculus

of both sides, and forms the median vestjbulo-spina1

tract.Rw.^lhose in the opposite fasciculus terminated

in relation to the anterior horn cells in the medulla,

while those on the same side passed down into the cord
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where they ended! n relation to the cells of the

anterior horn at various levels, (Wallenberg.)

The lateral vestibule-spinal tract emerges from the

ventral aspect of the croup of cells which represent

Deiters' nucleus, (Pig. 74 ) crosses the root of the

facial nerve obliquely, and. assumes a vertical

direction on the posterior aspect of the superior

olive. Lower in the medulla it appears as coarse

fibres in the antc-ro-lateral column, Wallenberg

found- this tract degenerated in his case and. traced

it into the cord.,

The cerebellum and' its connections.

Ihe avain cerebellum is much more highly

developed than that of the amphibians or reptiles,

but it does not attain such importance as in the

mammals. It is generally regarded as equivalent to

the middle lobe of the mammalian cerebellum, . but the

presence of a lateral nucleus and a superior cere¬

bellar peduncle, indicate that the lateral lobes are

represented though they do net form such complicated
structures as in the mammals. In the bird the organ

is composed of several lobe.sr divided into smaller

lobules by the sulci, and shows the tree-like branching

characteristic of the cerebellum. It is peculiar

in so far that it contains a ventricle (Fig. 77 ) which

is continuous with the fourth ventricle by a narrow
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canal, but widens out within the organ, lying in the

middle line and separating the nuclei of the two

halves of the cerebellum.

The nuclei of the cerebellum are two in number and

were called by Brandis the internal and -the external

nucleus. (Figs. They are large in proportion
"?7.

to the white matter and rounded in form. Unlike

the nuclei of the human cerebellum, they are not very

distinctly separated from each other, but have the

appearance of a single large nucleus, partially

divided into two by strands of traversing fibres,

Brandis points out that the ceils of the two nuclei

resemble each other closely. In. its lower and most

anterior part the 'external nucleus is not sharply

differentiated from the "cerebelle-vestibular"

nucleus, but is connected with it. by means cf little

irregularly scattered groups of colls, one of which is

of larger size than the others and appears as a dis¬

tinct- nucleus called by Brandis the nucleus pro ccssus

corcbelli. (Figs. , lying among the tracts to

the cerebellum from the medulla and cord. This in¬

complete separation of the two nuclei was found in

two of the lower mammals examined (the mole and the

rat). They were more distinctly separated in the

cat. The internal nucleus evidently represents the

roof nucleus of mammals, but it cannot yet be said
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definitely that the external nucleus is the analogue

of the corpus dentatum.

The connections of the cerebellum may bo described

as consisting of three groups of fibres,

(1) Those connecting the cerebellum with the

CO I'd.

(2) Those connecting the cerebellum with the

medulla.

(3) Those connecting the cerebellum with the

mid. and. fore-brain.

The connection of the cerebellum with the cord is by

means of.the restiform body, which contains fibres

derived from the cord indirectly by means of the

posterior column nuclei and restiform body and

from the cord directly by means of the direct cere¬

bellar tract. (Pigs. Lf>-7^0.

These tracts combine to form one strand

(which also includes the fibres from the inferior

olive to be described below), which passes upwards and.

obliquely backwards external to the cochlear and

vestibular nuclei and enters the cerebellum on its

lateral aspect. (Pigs.77. The fibres then

spread out slightly, and the majority pass backwards

along the lateral aspect of the external nucleus r

giving off fibres as they go to the lateral part of

the cortex of the cerebellum. The greater number
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of these fibres pass further back to the dorsal part

of the cortex, where they terminate, many of them

crossing to end in the cortex of the opposite side

(Fig. 77»«i). A relatively small portion of the

fibres of the upper part of the corpus restiform,
i

or inferior peduncle, curve inwards and terminate

in the outer part of the external nucleus. (Fig. 77 )
This is probably the- strand from the inferior olive

which is the highest contingent of the restiform

body. The fibres of the restiform body are not

only distributed to the cortex of the cerebellum

at the level at which they enter the organ. They

radiate in all directions, curving upwards and

downwards within it,so that they are connected with

the greater part of the cortex.

The connection with the medulla is also in part

by means of the restiform body, inasmuch as the

fibres from the opposite inferior olive enter the

cerebellum by -this path, as has already been men¬

tioned, The most important tract however is

that between the cerebello-vestibular nucleus and

the nuclei of the cerebellum.

This cerebello-vestibular tract is seen to form in¬

ternal to the restiform body, at the upper end of the

cerebello-vestibular nucleus, a little above the
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origin of the fifth nerve (Fig. 1 (o ). _ (it will

be borne in mind that the ascending fibres are

gathered from all parts of the nucleus, and ap¬

parently from the nucleus4 processus cerebeili also.

• They pass backwards converging as they go into a

dense strand which courses round the lateral wall

of the fourth ventricle, internal to the external

nucleus of the cerebellum. (Figs. 11-1%'). The lower

fibres, continue their course almost directly dorsally

and. terminate in the most dorsal part of the nucleus

of the cerebellum, which is at this level only indis¬

tinctly divided into two portions. (Fig. The

higher fibres of this tract end in the internal nu¬

cleus of the same side, or decussate ventral to the

small cerebellar ventricle and end in the opposite

internal nucleus.

This last tract is the equivalent of the

cerebello-vestibular tract and is very well marked

in the pigeon. It was degenerated in Wallenberg's

case doubtless owing to destruction of its fibres as

they passed towards the vestibular or cerebeiio—

vestibular nucleus. Wallenberg himself describes

the degeneration in his case as rising in the

ventral part of the large-celled cochlear nucleus,

and Braridis also attributed the greater part of this

system to the cochlear nuclei. Unfortunately the
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form.er author apparently includes the whole eighth

nucleus in the term "cochlear" nucleus, so that

it is difficult to know precisely which part is

meant, and Brandis recognises no intra-cerebral

vestibular nucleus at all. The sections of the

pigeon examined proved conclusively that nearly all,

if not all, the fibres of the cerebello-vestibular

tract are in indirect connection with the eighth,

and possibly the fifth nerves through the inter¬

mediation of the cerebello-vestibular and vestibular

nuclei. Comparison with the analogous tract in

other vertebrates indicates that the tract is ef¬

ferent from the internal nucleus of the cerebellum

to the cerebello-vestibular and vestibular nuclei.

The connections of the ceLlkellum with the mid and

fore brain.

No indication of a middle cerebellar ped¬

uncle could be seen, but there is a distinct cuperio^
cerebellar peduncle, formed to a great extent by

fibres which radiate from the cortex of the lateral

portion of the cerebellum towards the lateral wall

of the fourth ventricle. These fibres form a some-

what scattered strand of arcuate fibres, and decussat
below the level of the third nucleus. Edinger des¬

cribes it as decussating at a much higher level and
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ending in relation to a nucleus, which he calls

the red nucleus, in the optic thalamus, but such a

course was not found in the sections of the birds

examined. The formation of the peduncle from th

lateral- part of the cerebellum is distinctly seen

in birds.

Some external arcuate fibres connecting;

the upper part of the cerebellum with some small

groups of cells in the ventral part of the upper
J

medulla probably represent the middle-cerebellar

peduncle. They were not easily distinguished

from the fine fibres which bend dorsally out of the

ventral columns of the cord at this level to enter

the valvula cerebelli. These latter fibres were

present also in the lower vertebrates already

examined and have already been fully described.

As they form only an indirect connection if any

with the cerebellum there is no necessity to give

a detailed account of them.

Brandis, who examined many orders of

birds found that there was little variation in the

relations of the eighth nerve system. The only

difference was in the relative development of the
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cochlear and vestibular roots and nuclei. The

vestibular system is best developed in the rapidly

flying and poising birds. The cochlear system

is most complicated in the domestic birds.



The Eighth Nerve in Mammals.

[.'Mates. XXIX- XLIV
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Before entering on the description of

the eighth nerve and its connections in mammals

it must be stated that this portion of the subject

has been so fully investigated arid described by

others that the work was mainly one of reference,

in many respects. This is specially true of the

human medulla which has therefore only been figured

in so far as it illustrates this special work,

while the medullae of the lower mammals, which

are less well-known, have been more fully illustrated

since they show the transitional stages in the

development of the various structures.

The number of investigators in this field

is so great,and their work so wel known,that it

has been at once impossible and unnecessary in the

limited scope of this thesis to give all the

references which arise in the study of the subject.

I have therefore refrained from doing so except

in regard to the most recent work. It has also

been impossible to deal with the subject of the

mammalian medulla in any great detail,and I have

therefore limited myself to the simplest description

which was compatible with the nature of this thesis.
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Th e eighth nerve in Mammals,

The eighth nerve and its connections at¬

tains its fullest development in mammals, forming

the most extensive system of the medulla. It

varies considerably in the different species,

according to the development of the functions of

hearing and equilibration, and for this reason

several types were selected for illustration. The®

included the opossum, the mole, the calf, the rat,

the cat and the human foetus, - these forms being

selected as fairly representative of the mammalian

series. 'ihe most obvious differences in the

eighth nerve system of mammals as compared with

that of the lower vertebrates ares-

(l) The marked lateral and ventral situation

of its nuclei.

,(2) The relative increase in size of the

restiform body, and its interpolation

between the cochlear and the vestibular

nuclei in some species.

(4) The change in the character of the

vestibular root^, which becomes a single

compactstrand.

(5) The large size and complexity of the

cerebellum, the greater individualisatio

of its nuclei and increase in importance
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of its peduncles.

(6) The increase in importance of the inferior

olive and the arcuate system connecting it

with the cerebellum-

It is obvious, when the medulla© of the

lower and higher vertebrates are compared, that the

first five of these changes are inter-dependent,"—"

that the changes in position necessarily result

from the modifications in size which the parts

undergo. Thus the enlarging cochlear nucleus is

prevented from growing backwards by the growth of

the lateral lobe of the cerebellum. The only

direction in which it can increase is outwards and

ventrally, but here it is met by the restiform

body, which is making its way by the shortest path

from the cord to the cerebellum. The cochlear

nucleus is thus forced to extend outside the corpus

restiforme, and therefore passes round this structure

and forms on its outer and ventral surface.

keferen.ce to the figures of the medulla of the opas-
x>iS< >

sum and the rat (fdgs. ) will explain this.

The condensation of the vestibular root

is due to the fact that the ventral growth of the

cochlear nucleus and the enlargement of the substan¬

tia gelatinosa and fibres of the inferior root of
the fifth nerve, form two out-growths on the lateral
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and ventral aspect of the medulla, which leave be¬

tween them a narrow space between which the vestibu¬

lar root must travel in order to arrive at its

nucleus. This condition is present in most

mammals, being best marked in the varieties in

which the fifth and the eighth nerve systems are

best developed (see the fie-ures of cat, rat and human
""PCcdd. VXXIK -XXKIV . XL II. XL/11 .

foetus)^and less evident in the forms in which the
inferior root of the fifth nerve and the cochlear

nuclei are relatively less developed, (see figures
PLcdh>. xx / x. XL.

of the opossum and the calf,).

By this re-arrangement of parts, the coch¬

lear nuclei are divided from the remainder of the

medulla by the entering vestibular nerve and the

restiform body, and present the isolated appearance

characteristic of the mammalian medulla.

The eighth nerve of the mammals is divided into a

cochlear and a vestibular root. The cochlear root

develops later than the vestibular root and enters

the anterior acustic nucleus, (Figs.S<j-</4 ) some of
n <b -n-q, < it,

its fibres passing on to enter the tuberculum acusti-

cum (Figs.93*^/ ) The fibres divide immediately on

entering the nuclei into ascending and descending

branches. Some of the descending branches end in

the tuberculum acusticum, but the greater number

end in relation to the cells of the anterior acustic
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mainly
nucleus. The descending branches end also in re-

A

lation to the cells of the anterior acustic nucleus.

Both branches are short and give off. a few col¬

laterals.

The vestibular root medullates earlier than the

cochlear root. It enters the medulla close to the

latter, and internal to it. Its lowest fibres

appear at a higher level than, do the most inferior

cochlear fibres, and its highest limit is about the

level of the facial nerve. Its size varies in

different species. In the mole, for instance, it

is relatively small. (Figs. (s3-/6)r
It terminates in relation to several nu¬

clei : -

(a) Deiters' nucleus.

(b) The cells among the fibres of the inferior

root, the inferior vestibular nucleus.

(c) Bechterew's nucleus.

(d) The funiculus cuneatus,

(e) The dorsal nucleus of the eighth nerve.

To reach these nuclei the nerve passes in

between the inferior root of the fifth nerve and the

restiform body in the manner described above. At

the dorsal boundary of the inferior root of the
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fifth nerve, its fibres spread out in a fan-shaped

manner, (Pigs, Hj-'T-i , and divide into ascending and
/■3-5.'/4fr

descending branches.

The ascending branches are short and end in re¬

lation to the dorsal nucleus, Deiters' nucleus and
*

Bechterew's nucleus.

The 1esc endin? fibres are long and thick, constitut¬

ing the inferior root.

The iWferioT root of the eighth nerve in mammals

forms a well marked area internal to the restiform

body, dorsal and internal to the inferior root of

the fifth nerve. It is composed of fibres which

turn in a longitudinal direction arranged in loose

bundles with a wavy course. (fig$.l0° ). These

on transverse sections appear as little groups of

cross-cut fibres. The root becomes smaller as it

descends, giving off both collaterals and terminal

branches to the cells placed among its fibres. Its

lowest fibres end in close relation to the nucleus

cuneatis.

The nuclei of the eighth nerve in mammals form two

important groups, the 'c behi ear' hue 1, 'Si' and the vesti¬

bular nuclei.

The cochlear nuclei reach their highest perfection

in certain mammals, (the rat, cat, rabbit etc.).
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They are placed as already said on the lateral as¬

pect of the medulla, immediately external to the

restiform body and the entering vestibular nerves

and are in close relation with the most ventral lobe

of the cerebellum. In man, in whom this lobe of

the cerebellum is very highly developed and the

cochlear nuclei small, the latter are entirely hidden

from view when the parts are in position, but in cer¬

tain lower mammals, where the nuclei are lajrg^e and th

lateral lobes of the cerebei urn are relatively

small, they form a prominent elevation on the lateral

part of the medulla (compare fig. / 3 ^ and fig. '3^ ).
They are further obscured by the formation of the

middle cerebellar peduncle in the higher mammals.

The nuclei are two in number and have been

called the ah'terioa'cu'stic nucl'eus and the tuber-

culum acusticum.

The anterior acustic nucleus is the more ventral and

li^J
internal of the two nuclei (Figs./a2- ). Its lowest

level is a little above the glossopharyngeal nerve,

being somewhat higher than the inferior extremity of

the tuberculum acusticum. Its upper limit varies

somewhat in different mammals, but as a rule it exten!

upwards, gradually increasing in size, for some dis¬

tance, and then again diminishing,, until the level of

the emerging root of the facial nerve,where it ceases
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to appear. In its lower portion it is distinct from

the tuberculum acusticum, but in its upper part it

gradually merges in the latter so that the two are

indistinguishable. The nucleus is oval in shape

with a rounded ventral extremity projecting on the

surface of the medulla and a more tapering dorsal

extremity which inserts itself between the inferior

root of the fifth internally and the tuberculum

acusticum externally. In man the growth of the

cerebellum and the development of the transverse

fibres of the pons combine to render the nucleus more

deeply placed and less visible on the surface of the

medulla than it is in lower forms.

The ■tuberculum acusticum. is also an elongated nucleu

lying obliquely on the lateral aspect of the medulla

applied to the external surface of the restiform

body and of the anterior acustic nucleus respective¬

ly. It begins somewhat lower in the medulla than

the anterior acustic nucleus, and becomes merged in

the latter at its upper extremity, which, as said,

is near the level of the emerging root of the facial

nerve. Its free extremity does not extend so far

ventrally as does the anterior acustic nucleus, and

dorsally it merges insensibly into the strand of

fibres which curves round the restiform body at this

level. Its lateral aspect is in close relation to
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the most ventral lobe of the cerbellum, the f loc-
( to* . Q& . (ot,. /T>

culus.^ where that exists, and receives some fibres
from the latter structure. 'ihese two nuclei form

the terminus for the fibres from the cochlear nerve,

the anterior acustic nucieus receiving the majority,

and give off fibres tc a complicated intra-cerebral

system, which will be described in dealing with the

connections of the nuclei.

The Ve s 11 bu j a r n uc 1. e i are placed dor sally in the

medulla, internal to the cochlear nuclei and resti-

form body, dorso-internal to the inferior root of

the fifth nerve. 'Ihese nuclei are regarded as

divided into four parts. These are not distinctly

divided from each ether, however, but form an ir¬

regular body of cells, and might be included under

the single term, the ,Vestibular nucleus as suggested

by Bruce and Koiliker, the separate parts ranking

merely as sub-divisions. These sub-divisions arej-

d'orsal nucleus. ^Baiters' nucleus, Bechterewl s nucleus

and the nucleus of the inferior root, (s
c h ix.lJLax*-'

The dorsal nucleus, has received a tlumber of synonyms

which need not be mentioned here. It forms the

internal and more cellular part of the common vesti¬

bular nucleus, and receives some of the fibres of the

vestibular nerve (figs. ). It lies immediately
ventral to the floor of the fourth ventricle,external

"oj. Ro-i. Oat/1 Hu «.«-■-
n.„ y
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to the dorsal vagus nucleus, in the lower part cf

its course, and internal to the inferior root of the

eighth nerve throughout its extent.

De iter - nucleus* is a group of ceils, not arranged

in a circumscribed nucleus, but scattered amongst^

and ventral to, the fibres of the inferior root in

its upper portion. The cells cf this nucleus are

easily recognised by their large size, and in Gclgi -■

sections by the thickness and length cf their den¬

drites.

Bechterews nucleus, as it is called in man,corres¬

ponds to the cerebello-vestibular nucleus of lower

forms. It is placed dorsal to Deiters* nucleus,

in the lateral wall of the fourth ventricle. It

consists cf cells, smaller than, but otherwise

similar to those cf Deiters' nucleus. In man the

cerebello-vestibular nucleus is reduced to a small

group cf these cells and forms an upward prolongation

of Deiters' nucleus, but in some of the lower mam¬

mals forms a large group of scattered cells traversed,

by many horizontal fibres on their way to or from

the cerebellum. It is known in the fishes as the

Uebergangsganglion. This nucleus receives mainly

the ascending divisions of the' fibres of the vesti¬

bular nerve.
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5'}iev nucleus" of" the* "infer*ic"r' root is represented by

numerous cells which, lie scattered among the fibres

of the inferior root of the eighth nerve, and are in

relation with the end-tufts of the collaterals and

terminal branches of this root.

The eel Is* of" 'the' bi 'ghth hue I eus in mamma 1 s have been

most minuteiy described, by Koiliker, Cajai and Held,

and. it is beyond the province of this thesis to enter

upon a full description here. Ail that will be

done therefore is to give briefly the more impor¬

tant points bearing on the subject under discussion.

The cells of the 5,'ftterlob' acustic nucleus are large

and rounded or oval. In the anterior part of the

nucleus their dendrites are few, but in the posterior

part the cells have many large branching dendrites,

most of which emerge on one side and pass in one

direction, viz;- inwards. The axis cylinders of

these cells ail eventually enter the corpus trapezoi-

deum, the majority passing ventraily, but some pass¬

ing dorsally round the restiform body in a manner

to be afterwards described. Held and Cajal state

that the entering fibres of the vestibular root

sometimes form "baskets" round these cells, resembl¬

ing the "fibre-baskets" round Purkinje's cells in

the cerebellum.
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The cells of tlie tuberculum acusticum are smaller

than the above, and are a long cval in shape, their

long axis being at right angles to the long axis

cf the nucleus. They give off numerous branching

dendrites from each pole and send their axis

cylinders round the dorsal aspect cf the corpus

trapeze idtiom forming part of the striae acusticae.

In some mammals, the mouse, the cat, and the rat

for example, these cells are arranged in three

parallel layers.

The cells of Deitersd nucleus are remarkable for

their great size and for the length and thickness

of their dendrites. They closely resemble the

large motor-cells cf the anterior horn of the cord.

The cells cf the vestibule-spinal nucleus and of the

inferior root are mainly of medium size and multipola.

they present no special characteristics.

The motor facial nerve cf the mammal is too well

known to require description here, but its accompany¬

ing sensory portion, the pars intermedia Wrisbergii

(figs.1^^), may be mentioned briefly. This nerve

is now generally regarded as ending in an upward,

continuation of the cells of the nucleus of the

fasciculus solitarius, the latter strand being now

accepted as the homoiogue of the fascicuius_communis
in the frog, and of the Icbus vagi in the fishes.
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Th e pars intermedia is;therefore as has been already

stated, the analogue of the vagal root of the facia],
in the lower vertebrates. In mammals it enters

the medulla in close relation to both seventh and

eighth nerve, being inserted between the motor

seventh root and the vestibular root of the eighth

nerve (FigsC/l-S), which is, it will be remembered,

the same position it occupied in the fishes and the

frog. It undoubtedly is present in the interven¬

ing orders between amphibians and mammals although

not figured here. In some of the mammals this

nerve is not in such close relation to the vesti¬

bular root as in others. The difference is due to

the greater development in some species of the

inferior root of the fifth nerve, which divides the

pars intermedia from the eighth nerve, and also

to the fact that in most mammals the vestibular

root passes entirely dorsal to the inferior root

of the fifth nerve, instead of partially piercing

it. These two factors combine to separate the two

roots. The nucleus of the pars intermedia lies in

the dorsal part of the formatie reticularis on the

external aspect of the motor root of the facial nerve,

,1'he' cbnnections bf' the eighth'nerve in mammals.

The principal difference between the birds

and mammals as regards these connections, is the
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great increase in the corpus trapezoideum and its

associated nuclei, and, in man the addition of a

special strand of fibres.the striae acusticae.

The connections of the cochlear nerve and nuclei.

The central path from these nuclei is
!•

divided into two parts according to their relations

to the restiform body and fifth nerves. That which

runs ventral to these structures is called the

corpus trapezoideum, that which runs on their dorsal

aspect the striae medullarefe.

The fibres of the corpus trapezoideum arise from the

cells of the anterior acustic nucleus, and divide

into two strands, a dorsal and a Ventral,

Tlie ventral fibres curve slightly inwards, upwards a

ventrally, being in immediate relation in the first

part of their course to the inferior root of the

fifth nerve. Some cf the fibres then enter the

superior olive or its accompanying nuclei (the ac-.

cesscry olive and the nucleus of the corpus trapex-

oideum) of the same side, many fibres, according to

Held,being continued upwards without interruption

into the lateral fillet. The majority cf the

fibres cross the raphe and partly terminate in the

superior olive and the associated nuclei cf this

side, partly pass upwards into the lateral fillet.

There is as yet considerable doubt as to whether any
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-)

of the fibres of the corpusj-trapezoideum extend
to the opposite anterior acustic nucleus. .'this

structure, the corpus trapezoideum, reaches its

highest development as far as is known in the cat,

(figs.)3y.uK where it forms a broad band of fibres

stretching from side to side of the medulla.

Th. e do rsal fibres of the corpus trapezo ideum (Figs.T^

arise from the cells in the posterior part of the

antero acustic nucleus and curve backwards along

the dorsal aspect of the corpus restifonne. They

then curve sharply ventrally again, either piercing

the restiform body or passing completely round it,

and traverse the substantia gelatinosa of the fifth

nerve in boldly curving strands to join the ventral

portion of the corpus trapezoideum in the near

vicinity of the superior olive. The fibres main¬

tain their dorsal position in the corpus trapezoideu

and terminate in the same manner as the ventral

fibres. This dorsal division of the trapezoid body

is called by Held, who first described it, the

"dorsal path". It is very marked in the cat, rat
and calf, and less distinctly in the human foetus.

An explanation of its nature, fully establishing

Held's views is given on page .

The nuclei which lie in the course of thes<

fibres from the anterior acustic nucleus are 3 in number,the
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superior olive, the accessory olive and the nucleus
✓

of the corpus trapezeideum.

"Ae superior oliVe, varies in size and shape in

different mammals. In the opossum it is merely a

rounded nucleus, (fig. ) in the rat it has a faint

appearance of convolution (Fig. ny), and in the
cat and rabbit it is large and distinctly convolu-

(^f/(F'q/sq)
tea. In the calf and In man .it is much simplified.

/\ /

'i'he accessory oliv'e when present is placed on the

inner, ventral aspect of the main olive, of which it

appears to form a subdivision, its structure being

similar to that of the olive.

The nucleus of the corpus trapezeideum lies ventral

and internal to the other two nuclei, deeply irn-
«arp«5

bedded in the fibres of the.trapezcideum. . Its cellA

differ from those of the two olives, being large

and vesicular with few dendrites. The fibres which

terminate in relation to these cells end in peculiar

plates or cups, into which the body of the cells are

fitted, and according to Cajal are derived from the

cells of the anterior acustic nucleus. The nucleus

is present in man, but the peculiar cells and cupped

fibres have not been found as yet.

Cajal and Kolliker have also described a

small pre-olivary nucleus in immediate relationship

to the main olive on its ventral aspect.
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All these nuclei receive fibres from the

anterior accessory nucleus probably of both sides,

and in addition receive collaterals from the fibres

of the corpus trapezoid.es which enter the nuclei on

their ventral aspect. (fig. ^4).

The peduncle of the superior olive.

The superior olive is also connected with

the sixth nerve by means of fibres which pass in¬

wards and backwards from its ventral aspect to

terminate in relation to the sixth nerve. (Figs. /ay)
The striae meciullares, are the fibres from the

tuberculum acusticum which curve round the restiform

body in close relation to the dorsal part of the

corpus trapezeideum, from which they are distinguished

by their finer calibre (Fig. IIL> In). After curving

round the restiform body they pass inwards and

forwards, to end partly in relation to the superior

olive of the same side,. (Fig.partly in relation

to that of the opposite side, (Fig. ) after

crossing the raphe. It is doubtful whether these

fibres turn upwards in the lateral fillet or end

in the superior olive.

Seme of the striae medullares according
*c'

to Kolliker bend upwards in the opposite tegment

and pas upwards as a tegmental tract. Their

termination is unknown.
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Kolliker has further described a tract in man which

rises in the tuberculum acusticum, curves round the

restiforia body, and runs forwards and inwards under

the floor of the fourth ventricle. Here the fibres

enter into relation with the nucleusjteres, and
afterwards pass into the dorsal part of the raphe.

They run ventrally through the whole extent of the

raphe, curve round the periphery of the medulla to

enter the restiform body of the opposite side, and

presumably to enter the cerebellum with it. Kollik

calls these the striae acusticae, a term which should

be reserved for this tract. The more general term
n

"striae medullares, would thus be applied to the

dorsal connections of the cochlear nucleus in lower

ma'irtofls, andJ fn,*tnan, to those>,o.,ther ^ti^n the striae

acusticae. It is interesting to note that KoHiker

states that these auditory fibres (the striae acus¬

ticae in man) are connected with the nucleus teres

which is evidently the analogue of a nucleus placed

in the lateral wall of the fourth ventricle in

{ f'q 76'J
birds, this being itself simply a sub-division of th

large celled cochlear nucleus.

The lateral fillet in mammals KFigs.ioe-io^ does not
differ greatly from that of lower vertebrates. It

is accompanied in all cases by the lateral fillet

nucleus, the direct upward continuation of the
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superior olive, and is a relatively larger struc¬

ture in mammals than in the lower vertebrates. As

in the bird fibres are given off from its nucleus

towards the grey matter of the ventricl e. ,-(-Fig7.7"d ^
These are specially numerous at the level of the

oculc-motor nuclei where they form a distinct

strand. {fig. 13-3-). fpJUtJA ^ ./CO " I 0 f] I
The connections of the vestibular root in. mammals

resemble those already described in. the lower

vertebrates and fully maintain their importance in

a comparison with other parts.

The main connection is that of Deiters' nucleus,

which as in other forms gives off fibres to the

posterior longitudinal fasciculus of both sides,

and to the antero-hateral column of the medulla

and cord of the same side. The course of these

fibre's has been amply proved and fully described

by Bruce, Held, Ferrier and Turner, P.isien P.ussel,

Thomas, Boyce and Marchi, so that only a brief out¬

line need be viven here.

The fibres from Belters' nucleus to the posterior

longitudinal fasciculus. These pass inwards from

the nucleus towards the raphe as arcuate fibres,

giving off by the way a small strand to the

sixth nucleus. The fibres then enter the posterior

T ' 3, {)
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lougitudinal fasciculus of the same and of the

opposite side, and bend either upwards or downwards,

the majority taking the latter course. Those which

bend upwards are mainly in the opposite fasciculus,

.and end in relation to the opposite cculo-motor nucl
a

!Those which pass downwards are mainly in the fas¬

ciculus of the same side and are continued into the

cord, ending in relation to the large motor cells of

the anterior horn as low as the lumber segments.
/ °

The fibres which pass downwards in the opposite

fasciculus cannot be traced so far, but have been

seen in the dorsal segments of the cord; These

descending fibres from Deiters' nucleus are now

known as the median' vestibulo-spinal tract. The

ascending tract to the oculo-motor, nuclei has not

yet received a name.

The lateral vestlbulo-spihai tract presents the same

.appearance as in. other vertebrates. It arises

from the ceils of Deiters' nucleus, curves forward

towards the dorsal aspect of the superior olive,

crossing part of the motor root of the facial nerve
"P£<dc# . XKXi* , • * L . eh

(gigSt-1—4, as it does so. It passes internal to

the superior olive (Figs.^S;^ and. bends into a

longitudinal direction. At lower levels it oc-
9

cupies a position on the dorso-lateral aspect of
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the inferior olive, and still lower, appears in

the antero-'lateral column of the cord. (Figs./zs —■ )
The tract is well seen in the figures of the rat,

the cat, the calf and the human foetus.

The connections of the cerebellum.

The cerebellum in mammals attains a large

size, relatively to the medulla. Its appearance

is well-known and needs no description here. . It

differs from the cerebellum of lower forms in. the

increase in the number of its nuclei and. in their

greater individual!sation. In the lower mammals

there are evidently two large nuclei, but these are

indistinctly separated from each other, and in some-

cases are almost continuous with the nuclei of the

eighth nerve, ..(Figs/fr'.nfc). In higher forms the

lateral nucleus assumes a more convoluted appearance,

and the internal nucleus becomes more condensed and

distinct. In man the lateral nucleus has formed

numerous convolutions- and closely resembles the

inferior olive in appearance, while the internal

nucleus is relatively much smaller and is situated

above and internal to the former. The internal

nucleus in man is known as the roof nucleus (Fig. Iho )

and the external as the corpus dentatum (Fig.

Between the two are two smaller nuclei, the nucleus
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Th

■globosus and embo11 formis, of which an indication is

seen in the calf. (Fig.|si|),

The connection of the cerebellum with the

other parts of the nervous system is made by means

of its peduncles, of which, in mammals, there are

three, inferior, middle and superior. Through

these peduncles the cerebellum enters into com¬

munication chiefly with:-

(a) the cord direct!y,by the ventral and later -

Cord.

ih s medulla.

al cerebellar tracts.

X-b) the cord indirectly, through the posterior

column nuclei and the arcuate system.

(c) the inferior olive by means of the olivary

arcuate system.

/ \ '
(d) Deiters' and Bechterews nuclei

ons. (e) The nuclei of the pons,by means of the

middle cerebellar peduncle.
}i ,

Mi'4-brain.
(f) The red nucleus and possibly the external

nucleus of the optic thalamus.
) i

The composition of the restiform body as it

occurs in mammals is now known, and has been fuily

described by Kolliker, Bruce, Obersteiner and

others. It contains fibres from the posterior
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column nuclei of both sides, from the dorsal cere¬

bellar tract, the nucleus lateralis and the in¬

ferior olive. These fibres are all collected into

a compact strand which passes upwards on the lateral

aspect of the medulla (in man the dorso-lateral

aspect), inserts itself between the vestibular and

the cochlear nuclei and terminates by curving up¬

wards and backwards to the cerebellum, where its

fibres radiate in. all directions. (Figs.

As will be seen, from the figures it enters the

medulla at a higher level than, the superior cere¬

bellar peduncle, but somewhat lower than the middle

peduncle. Within the cerebellum its fibres radiate

in all directions to end. in relation to the cells

of the greater part of the cortex. Transverse

sections ,(.Figs, show that a great number cross
~

13Cj,
the middle line, forming a marked decussation. As

in the bird the fibres from the inferior olive to

the cerebellum terminate in relation to the lateral

nucleus (corpus dentatum) to a great extent, tfigs.

The cerebeJ ; o-vestlbular tract, connects the interna]

with the nuclei
or roof nucleus of the eighth nerve. Experiment

A

has shown that in mammals this tract originates in

the internal or roof nucleus, and terminates among

the cells of the vestibular nucleus, so that it

represents an efferent tract from the cerebellum
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to the medulla. (Ferrier and Turner). The tract

is made up of coarse fibres collected into loose

waving bundles, which,in lower mammals, pass round
the lateral wall of the fourth ventricle as a broad

strand which crosses the fibres of the superior

cerebellar peduncle, (Fig, 11®) and curves inwards

to end in the internal nucleus of the same side to

some extent. The greater number of its fibres

however form a marked decussation in the ventral part
irvjzti. "-to.

of the cerebellum (Fig-s.%-) and enter the opposite
A

nucleus. In man this strand is well marked, though

relatively smaller than in such animals as the cat

and the rat. In higher forms, where the superior

cerebellar peduncle forms a distinct vertical strand

in the lateral wall of the fourth ventricle, the

inner fibres of the tract pass internal to the

peduncle and the more external fibres curve round

its outer aspect.

This tract was formerly regarded as the in-.

ternal part of the restiform body, but is now known

by its distinctive title the cerebello-vestibular

tract.

The ventral cerebellar tradt (dowers) is

a direct continuation from the cord to the cere¬

bellum, but does not join the restiform body. It

remains in the antero-lateral part of the medulla

until the level of the fifth nerve when it passes
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backwards round the outer aspect of the superior

cerebellar peduncle to the anterior medullary velum

(the valvula) within which it bends downwards to¬

wards the cerebellum. It is analogous to the similar
tracts in lower vertebrates.

The mldd 1 e cer ebe 11 ar ped.unc i e is a structure pe¬

culiar to mammals as far as is known. It has not

been described as a distinct formation in any

lower vertebrate, although strands have been men¬

tioned as resembling it.

The tract rises in the lateral part of the cere¬

bellum and curves round the periphery of the medulla

towards the mesial plane, to end in relation to

some scattered nuclei -which appear in the ventral
inJ-Irwsz

portion of the medulla. (Figs. '<3. i. Many of its

fibres cross the middle line to terminate in the

opposite nuclei, while others end in the nuclei of

the same side. A considerable number of fibres

bend dorsally into the raphe, some being continued

backwards nearly as far as its dorsal extremity.

(■Fig. I-21 ) Bechterew thinks these fibres pass up¬

wards in the formatio reticularis, but the sections

of the opossum seem to show that many of them end

in relation to the numerous cells which are present

on each side of the raphe at this level. (Fig.

These nuclei within the fibres of the middle cerebellk
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peduncle on the ventral aspect of the medulla seem

to be connected with the inferior olive by means

of a well-marked bundle of fibres lying in the

anterior portion of the medulla. (Tbi?g. ).

The superior cerebellar peduncle, arises in the

lateral nucleus, (corpus dentatum) and to some

extent also in the cortex of the lateral part of the

cerebellum. From these structures the fibres,

gradually converge towards the dorsal part of the

lateral wall of the fourth ventricle, where they

bend upwards and form a distinct strand. This

structure is very much more distinct in man than

in the lower mammals, in which it is less definite

in its outline, and more obscured by the relatively

larger cerebello-vestibular tract. It is directed

obliquely upwards, inwards and forwards( as is well

seen on sagittal sections, (Figs.iM-wfl and decus¬
sates in the middle line below and ventral to the

f hp ■ }
oculo-motor nuclei. Above this point it is con-

A

tinued upwards for a short distance to end in the

nucleus known as the red nucleus, some of its fibres

being continued on to the optic thalamus. Many

investigators (Bechterew^, Russel, Bruce and others)

have shown that this is a composite tract, containing
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fibres from different sources, but it is not necessary

to discuss that point here.

The flocculus.

In the higher mammals the most ventral part

of the cerebellum at the level of the eighth nerve

forms a well marked lobe, known as the flocculus. Thi
( Pt Cj . c? v )

lobe is present in the opossum, but is small, while

in man (fig. ) it forms a large well-formed portion

of the lateral lobe. In the intervening series of

mammals it shows gradual development. It differs

from the remainder of the cerebellum in the date of

medullation of its fibres, which is very early, and

in its close relation to the cochlear nucleus of the
i/t

eighth nerve. As will be seen from figuresit

lies closely applied to the tuberculum acusticum and

sends some fibres into that structure, while others

of its fibres curve round the dorsal aspect of the

restiform body in such close relation to the fibres

from the cochlear nuclei that it is impossible to

distinguish them. Bruce has stated that these fibres

end in relation to the dorsal nucleus of the eighth

nerve, and to the nucleus of the sixth nerve. The

flocculus has also intra-cerebellar connections which

are not as yet fully known. Thomas traces them to;

the corpus dentatum and the lateral lobe.
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Summary of the results of Examination

of typical medullae.

The appearances present in the various

vertebrates having been described, it now remains

to compare the conditions found in each, and to

show as far as possible how the changes which exist

have been brought about. rlhe method adopted, will

be to describe briefly each part of the system,

nerve, nuclei,and intra-cerebral connections, as

they appear in the various types, and at the same

time point out the differences and relationships

which exist between them.

The Eighth Nelv'e.

The eighth nerVe in elasmobranchs con¬

sisted of an Vucl"itorY root and three lateral line

roots. In the teleosts there were at least two

branches of the auditory root, and the lateral line

roots were reduced to two. In the frog the lateral

line roots have completely disappeared, while there

is a distinct division of the auditory root with a

cochlear portion and a vestibular portion. The

distinction between the twt> roots is less marked in

the serpent and the vestibular root is smaller in

relation to the medulla than it is in the frog.
The closer apposition of the roots in the reptile is
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probably due to the greater development of the in¬

ferior root of the fifth nerve, which pushes the

vestibular root backwards.

In birds the root is divided into a dis¬

tinct cochlear root and a vestibular root, which

enter the medulla close together, the cochlear root

being much smaller than the other,—the vestibular

root enters the medulla in separate small bundles

as it did in the skate. Both the roots pierce the

corpus restiforme, which runs almost horizontal?y

in the bird. (Figs.7V7/)
In the opossum the cochlear and vestibular

roots are both well marked, the former being the

larger. They enter the medulla close together

as a series of slightly separated bundles, which pas
by ,

on the inner side of the restiform body. This

latter structure is larger than in birds, and is

formed into a strand which, in part of its extent,

is longitudinal in direction, so that tfie auditory

nerve roots enter the medulla mainly on-''-its inner

side. (Figs.^'3- °\ ^ ■ ).
In the other mammals examined the coch¬

lear and vestibular roots still enter the medulla

close together, but in their intra-medullary course.

they are separated by the restiform bod.y which has
/
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inserted itself between them. They are of nearly

e^nal size in most cases, but the vestibular root

has become much more condensed, as already explained,

and has to travel some distance into the medulla be¬

fore reaching its nucleus. This condensation of

the root, and removal of the nucleus from the sur¬

face, are probably produced by the increased develop¬

ment in mammals of the substantia gelatinosa and the

cochlear nuclei as explained on page I/Co

The fibres of the cochlear root divide into their

ascending and descending branches immediately on

entering the medulla, and thus, except in the opos¬

sum, have almost no intra-cerebral course in the

specimens examined.

The .root' of the" seventh nerve is related in position

to the roots of the eighth nerve throughout the

whole vertebrate series. It consists of two parts,

a motor and a sensory. The mo to r part varies very

little in the different types, except in position.

In the Lower vertebrates it emerges more laterally

in the medulla than in the higher forms, and lies

immediately ventral to the vestibular root. In the

mammals the vestibular nerve is gradually condensed

by the increase in size of the substantia gelatinosa,

while the facial-nerve is displaced to the inner side

of that structure. The result is thai the two roots
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become separated from each other by the substantia

gelatinosa and the inferior root of the fifth nerve.

At the same time the increase in size of the nuclei

and nerve tracts in the ventral part of the medulla

at the level of the eighth nerve forces the emerging

root of the seventh nerve to a higher level in the
r ••.

medulla, and it comes to lie in a higher plane than

the eighth roots, although its nucleus continues on

the same level. In the higher mammals there is

thus a considerable interval between the points of

emergence of the roots of the seventh and the eighth

nerves.

The bensory root of the facial appears in the fishes

as a nerve which terminates in the upper end of the

vagus nucleus, but which emerges from the medulla

on the dorso-lateral aspect of the motor root of the

facial nerve, between it and the vestibular nerve.

Strong points out that in frogs it ends in the upper

end of the fasciculus communis system. In the

serpent it has the same origin, but in mammals it

appears as a slender nerve, slightly above and in¬

ternal to the facial root. It terminates in an

upward continuation of the nucleus of the fasciculus

■ soli tarius. As already said the three structures -
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fasciculus solitarius in mammals, fasciculus communis

in amphibian, and lobus vagi in fishes - are homo¬

logous, and the sensory division of the facial nerve

in fishes and frogs is thus homologous with the pars

intermedia of Wrisberg in the mammalian medulla.

The nuclei of the eighth nerve.

The nucleus of the eighth nerve in fishes

consists of an auditory portion and a lateral line

portion. The whole nucleus in the elasmobranchs

and ganoids is placed on the lateral aspect of the

medulla, as it is also in the higher mammals, this

arrangement of parts is owing largely to the fact

already stated, that the great development of the

cerebellum causes the fourth ventricle to become

widened and flattened, and the eighth nucleus thus

comes to be in the lateral aspect of the medulla.

In the teleosts which have a simpler cerebellum and

very large vagal and eighth nuclei, the latter nu¬

cleus lies entirely on the dorsal aspect of the

medulla, in some species extending over the middle

line to fuse with its fellow of the opposite side,

(see fig.-23.-$.
•'■he auditory portion of the eighth nucleus lies ven¬

tral to the lateral line portion in all fishes, and

is more dense in structure than the latter. In the
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elasmobranchs there is no evidence of a division,

into a cochlear and a vestibular nucleus, but in the

teleosts a definite group of cells is present in the

upper ventral part of the nucleus and gives origin

to the lateral vestlbulo-spinal tract. This group

of cells is constant in the teleosts and all the

higher vertebrates examined. In mammals it is

known as Deiters' nucleus. Among the fibres of

the inferior eighth root there are many scattered

cells in relation to which the fibres of the root

terminate. This is best distinguished as the in¬

ferior vestibular nucleus. It is not distinctly

divided off from Deiters' nucleus. The Uebergangs-

ganglion" of Mayser is a nucleus which bears the

same relation to the ascending fibres of the eighth

nerve (and in part also to similar fibres of the

fifth nerve) as the inferior vestibular nucleus

bears to the fibres of the inferior root.

These three nuclei, the vestibular nucleus

Deiters' nucleus, and the Uebergangsganglion are

not circumscribed groups of cells, but form a chain

of irregular groups, extending from the inferior
root of the eighth to the level of the junction of

the cerebellum and medulla. This is true of the

teleosts and elasmobranchs examined, but the
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specialisation, of that part known as Deitens' nucleu

is much less marked in elasmobranchs. The classi¬

fication of the vestibular nucleus is more fully

explained on page

The nucleus of the lateral line in fishes lies dor¬

sal to the auditory nucleus. It is of more open

texture, containing fewer fibres and is capped by

a layer of cerebellar substance. In elasmobranchs

and ganoids It consists 'of two nuclei, a dorsal and

a ventral.

The dorsal nucleus or.lobus lineae lateralis is

separated from the remainder of the nucleus. It

has been fully described on (p. 3) The ventral

part Is in immediate relation to the auditory nu¬

cleus proper, lying on its dorsal aspect without

any distinct line of demarcation. The teleosts

have lost the lobus lineae lateralis and have only

the ventral lateral line nucleus.

The nucleus of the eighth nerve in the frog shows

for the first time a distinct division into coch¬

lear and vestibular parts. The cochlear nucleus

chiefly
is present as a group of large cells on. the dorsal

A

aspect of the inferior root - the position it main¬

tains in. reptiles and birds. There Is no trace of

a lateral line nucleus, and the inferior vestibular



nucleus is not very strongly developed. D'ct'er:-.'

nucleus and the origin of the lateral vestibulo¬

spinal tract are well seen, but there is only a

slight indication of a cerebello-vestibular nucleus.

The most evident changes in the transition from

the te-leost to the frog is thus the increase in the

cochlear system, the reduction of the vestibular

system and the complete disappearance of the lateral

line nerves and nuclei.

'ibe 'eighth nucleus in reptiles shows a clearly

circumscribed cochlea! nucleus, placed dorsally in tl.

medulla and receiving the cochlear nerve. It is

much more developed than in the frog, and closely

resembles in position and appearance the large-celled

nucleus of the pigeon.

The vestibular nucleus is relatively small and con¬

tains fewer cells than that of other forms; and

Deiters' nucleus is much less prominent than in the

teleosts, the birds and the human being. The

Uebergangsganglion (cerebello-vestibular nucleus)

is absent or reduced to very few cells, as in the

frog. The increase in the cochlear nucleus is

the most marked feature of the reptile medulla.

Ihe" eighth nucleus in' the" birci is very distinctly

divided into two parts. It lies dorsally in the
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medulla, as in the reptile, amphibian and bony fish,

but is of much greater extent relatively- to ther

size of the medulla than in any of these orders.

cochlear nucleus shows a distinct sub-division

into two nuclei, thus foreshadowing the two great

cochlear nuclei of mammals, but it differs from the

higher mammals in its relation to the medulla, and

more especially to the restiform body. In the

bird the restiform body is external to the cochlear

nucleus, in the higher mammals it is internal.

The two cochlear nuclei in the bird, are placed in¬

ternally and externally in relation to each other,

but in mammals the one nucleus lies dorso-lateral

to the other, a change in position due to the dif¬

ference in the relations of the parts of the medulla,

and the consequent lateral displacement of the whole

nucleus as explained on page

The small celled nucleus is.the fore-runner of the

tuberculum acnsticum of mammals while the large-cellejd
nucleus represents the anterior acustlc nucleus.

This is indicated by the character of the cells as

well as by the relation.of the nuclei to each other,

and to other parts. The cells of the anterior

acustic nucleus are large, round, and have few den¬

drites, and closely resemble those of the large-

celled nucleus of birds. The cells of the tuberculu;
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acusticum are small, oval and are placed with their

long; axis at right angles to the long axis of the

nucleus, in some cases forming three layers. The

cells of the small-celled nucleus of birds are ar¬

ranged similarly but are not arranged in a distinctly

laminated fashion.

The appearance of a "dorsal" nucleus in birds is a

new feature. It is evident that some of the fibres

both collaterals and roots of the vestibular nerve

end within it, in all birds and mammals. The coch¬

lear root has no direct connection with it. In the

birds this nucleus appearance of being a continuation

inwards of the smaller cells of the vestibular

nucleus, its cells being much smaller than those of

the other nuclei. In no case does it deserve the

name of "main nucleus", its connection with the

root being but slight.

The vestibular nucleus in birds varies in extent with

the species. It is very diffuse, and the cells

within it being numerous and the specialisation of

Deiters' nucleus very marked. The upper extremity

of Deiters' nucleus is continued into the cerebello

vestibular nucleus of Brandis, a nucleus which lies

between the cerebellum and the eighth and fifth

nuclei. It is analogous to that known as the

"Uebergangsganglion" in the fishes and Bechterew's
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nucleus in man. It is of importance to note that

the two classes in which this structure is most

marked are those in which the greatest demand on

the power of equilibration, viz., the bony fishes

and the birds, and that further it is always, as¬

sociated with a relatively large vestibular system.

In the amphibians, for instance and reptiles this

nucleus is absent or very small, and the intra¬

cerebral vestibular system is also reduced.

The nuclei of the eig;hth nerve in mammals vary con¬

siderably according to the species attaining their

greatest relative size in such amplified forms as

the rat, the cat, etc., where quickness of hearing

and accurate, rapid movement are necessary. The

cochlear part is much more highly developed in pro¬

portion than in man, and the vestibular system also

is somewhat less in extent in man than in other

mammals.

The cochlear nucleus in some mammals, (rodents- in .

carnivora etc.), is very large as already said.
It forms a distinct out-growth on the lateral as¬

pect of the medulla, hidden by the cerebellum in

the species in which the lateral lobes of that organ

are well developed. In man and monkeys it is less
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prcminent, and almost completely hidden by the large

lateral cerebellar lobes. The nucleus is very

distinctly divided into two parts, the tuberculum

acusticum and the anterior acustic nucleus. Much

discussion has been devoted.to those two structures,

which from their comparatively isolated position and

peculiar structure seemed unlike the remainder of

the medulla. Some authors (Sala and others) re¬

garded the anterior acustic nucleus as a posterior

root ganglion, in part at least, basing their opinion

cn the peculiar character of the cells within it

and the elder His endeavoured to account for it

by attributing its origin to a group of cells lying

scattered among the fibres of the root outside the

medulla in the foetus. It is not necessary however

to regard this nucleus as an extra-cerebral struc¬

ture. The present examination of the auditory

nuclei throughout the vertebrate series, puts its

intra-cerebral origin beyond doubt. The apparent

isolation of the of the position of the cochlear

nucleus is due to the re-arrangement of parts ren¬

dered necessary by the growth of the restiform body

and its interpolation between the vestibular cochlear

nuclei, while the peculiarities in the character and
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arrangement of the cells is fore-shadowed in the

bird and the reptile - another important point is

that the central connections of the nuclei are to

a very arreat extent the same in mammals as in the

lower vertebrates where there is no question as to

the intra-medullary nature of the nuclei.

The reversion to the laminated cerebellar

type in the arrangement of the cells of the tuber-

culum acusticum is of great interest, when i-t—ire- the

original close connection of this part of the medulla

with the cerebellum is borne in mind.

The close connection between it ans the flocculus

also indicates a close relationship between it and

the cerebellum, and this resemblance is further

borne out by the appearance of a "cortical layer"

in the tuberculum acusticum. (Figs./oa^a?-.) suggest- •

ing the "cerebellar crest" of the fishes.

The central" connections of the eighth nerve.

These connections may be divided into two

sys terns:

(a) the connections of the cochlear nuclei.

(b) the connections of the vestibular nuclei;—

the former representing the central path for the

sense of hearing, the latter the central apparatus

for equilibration.
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Th e connections cf the cochlear nuclei.

From the cochlear nucleus fibres pass in

two main strands in relation to one cf the most

prominent structures in the lateral part of the

medulla,- the inferior root of the fifth nerve. ■

One strand cf cochlear fibres passes internal or

dorsal to this root and one strand passes ventral

to it. In all vertebrates the dorsal strand is

present and is known in mammals as the .striae

medullares, a name which will be applied to the

analogous fibres in all vertebrates. The ventral

strand is much more variable in size, and apparently

may even be absent altogether, as in the serpent.

When present it is known as the corpus trapezeideum.

The relative size of these two tracts is apparently

determined less by the size than by the position cf

the cochlear nuclei. When these nuclei, or nucleus

in lower forms, is placed dorsally and near the middl

line as in the bony fish, the serpent, and the bird
Ivon'-ZJ-rj -73

(see Alagram) the striae medullares form a large

strand while the corpus trapezeideum is small or

absent,' On the other hand when the medulla is

flattened, out by the shallowness and width of the

fourth ventricle and the cochlear nucleus is thus

placed more laterally^ as in the skate, the frog
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and the mammals, the corpus trapezoideum increases

in size; while the striae medullares diminishes.
The condition found in the opossum is interesting

in this connection, since it shows a transition

stage between the bird and the mammal. In the

opossum the cochlear nuclei'are not so laterally

placed in the medulla as in higher mammals and

the result is that the great majority of the fibres

pass dorsal to the fifth nerve, and form striae

medullares, while the smaller portion goes to form

the corpus trapezeideum. In higher mammals this

condition is reversed, while in birds the striae

medullares are very large and there is only an

exceedingly small corpus trapezeideum. It would

seem from this that the fibres of the nuclei of the

auditory nerve preserve the faculty observed by

Miss Piatt in the peripheral fibres of the related

lateral line nerve - they travel to their centres

along the lines of least resistance, taking the

shortest and easiest path to their point of termina¬

tion. Their relation to the inferior root of the

fifth nerve is determined by the fact that this

structure is an earlier formation than the cochlear

nuclei, and is interposed between the latter and

the remainder of the medulla. The fibres from the
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cochlear nuclei must therefore pass round the in¬

ferior root of the fifth nerve on one or other of

its aspects in order to follow out their central

paths. This division of the fibres results in the

formation of the dorsal path, the striae medullares

and striae acusticae, and the ventral path, the

Sorpus trapezeideum.

The striae medullares.

Tlx is tract in all vertebrates below man

includes all the fibres which pass from the coch¬

lear nucleus internal or dorsal to the inferior

roots of the fifth nerve, and may be regarded as

the ,5brs&>V auditory trafct. It is composed in th

elasmobranchs of fibres which pass towards the su¬

perior olive of the same and of the opposite sides,

in which some of the fibres end while others turn

upwards into the lateral fillet. In the skate the

fibres from the lateral line nucleus and the audi¬

tory nucleus are not clearly distinguishable, but

that a certain number of the arcuate fibres pursue

this course is evident. The fibres to the opposite

fillet are well marked.

In the teleost the presence of the arcuate

fibres from the lateral line nucleus also obscures

the relations of the system, but it is known that a
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large strand of fibres enters the lateral longitudi¬

nal bundle of Mayser, and pass upwards to end in

the structure which is the analogue of the corpus

}uadrigeminum in man. This strand, in its course

from the auditory nucleus to the lateral longitudinal

bundle would thus represent the striae medullares of

other forms.

In the frog, where the lateral line system

is absent, the conditions are much simpler. The

striae medullares are seen as a bundle of fibres

passing ventrally and inwards from the cochlear

nucleus, the majority of the fibres going towards the

opposite superior olive and a few to the olive of

the same side. This strand is comparatively small

in the frog, but the corpus trapeze id eurn, as said

above, is relatively large.

The striae medullares of the serpent are

more marked than those of the frog, but their

terminations are the same. The increase in size

is due not only to the increase in the cochlear nu¬

cleus, but also to the fact that there is no corpus

trapezoideum in the serpent, and that the striae

therefore represent the only central auditory path.

In birds the presence of a double cochlear

nucleus, increases the complexity of the striae

medullares which in this class contain fibres which

pass-:
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(1) Prom the large,-celled nucleus to both

superior olives.

(2) From the large celled nucleus to the op¬

posite lateral fillet.

(3) From the small-celled nucleus to the op¬

posite cochlear nucleus.

(4) From the small-celled nucleus to the

superior olive of both sides and pro¬

bably to the lateral fillet.

In the bird,and in the serpent, the striae

medullares are well-marked, and the corpus trapezoidfcum

is small or wanting.- In the mammals there is a

gradual diminution in the size of the striae in in¬

verse proportion to the gradual increase of the

corpus trapezeideum, as will at once be seen if the

medullae of the opossum, the calf, the mouse, the

cat and man be compared. The method of this gra¬

dual transference will be explained in dealing with

the corpus trapezoideum. The striae in lower mammals
consist^ of:-

1. Fibres from the anterior acustic nucleus to

(a) The superior olive its accessory nuclei
and the lateral fillet of the same side.

(b) " " " " opposite side

(c) Probably to the median fillet of the op¬

posite side.

(d) the tegment of the opposite side.(Kolliker).
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2, Fibres from the tuberculum acusticum to:-

(a) the superior olive and its accessory nu¬

clei and to the lateral fillet of the
same side.

(b) the corresponding structures on the op¬

posite side.

(c) The median fillet of the opposite side {

(d) the tegment of the opposite side (?)
(Ko Hiker)

In man the first series of fibres is un¬

represented since, as will be seen, they travel by

way of the corpus trapezoideum. An additional

strand, the striae acusticae from the cochlear nu¬

clei to the opposite restiform body is described

as present in man by Kolliker (see P. but is

absent in lower forms. The striae medullares there¬

fore are present throughout the whole vertebrate

series, varying in extent with the size of the

cochlea:and the development of the corpus trapezoi¬

ds um.

,^iie corpus trapezo ideum or ventral auditory tract is

seen in the greatest perfection, amongst the

classes examined^in the cat and the rabbit, where

•it forms a broad band stretching from side to side

of the medulla between the two cochlear nuclei.

It is composed entirely of fibres derived from these
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nuclei, and from the nuclei which lie among its

fibres, viz,, the superior olive, and, when present,

the accessory olive, nucleus pre-olivaris and nu¬

cleus of the trapezoid body.

In the lower vertebrates the corpus

trapezoideum is represented by fibres which emerge

from the lateral aspect of the auditory nucleus^or
from the cochlear nucleus when this is present, and

pass round the outer side of the inferior root of

the fifth nerve towards the superior olive. Here

they either terminate or bend upwards into the

lateral fillet.

These fibres are present in considerable numbers

in elasmobranchs, but are not numerous in teleosts.

In the frog they are again -well represented, but

in the serpent they are completely absent, and in

the bird they are very few in number. As has al¬

ready been said, their presence probably depends

less on the size of the cochlear nucleus than on

its position,, When-the nucleus is placed laterally

in the medulla, its fibres pass mainly or entirely

ventral to the fifth nerve, and form the corpus

trapezoideum. When placed more dorsally the fibres

find their way by the internal aspect of the fifth

nerve and form the striae medullares. In mammals

the greater number of the fibres from the auditory
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nuclei travel by way of the corpus trapezo ideum,

until in the higher mammals, and especially in man,

the striae medullares are relatively very small.

In the lower mammal examined, the number of fibres

which pass* round the dorsal aspect of the inferior

root is very great, probably the majority of the

auditory fibres take this path, but the corpus

trapezoideum is also of considerable size. In

mammals the course of these fibres is further

interrupted by the intrusion among them of a new

strand - the corpus restiforme. This strand, which

in birds passed obliquely backwards and upwards f;

entirely on the external aspect of the auditory

nuclei, appears in the higher mammals wedged in

between the cochlear and the vestibular nuclei. In

order to attain this position it has gradually in¬

serted itself between the nuclei, altering its re¬

lations to them and the corpus trapezoideum in a

manner which is clearly illustrated in the figures

of the medullae of the opossum, the rat and the
■PCaJlo .xx/x .xx\v- Xxxia.

cat, (SUh^s. ) „

In the opossum the restiform body is

more defined than in the birds, and for part of its

course is formed into an oval bundle partly on the

■Bu'ter side of the cochlear root and partly traversed

by its fibres. In the calf this bundle is found
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on the inner side of the cochlear root, and of the

cochlear nucleus. To attain this position the

restiform body must cross the fibres of the coch¬

lear root and the corpus trapezeideum. This it

does by gradually inserting itself between the

fibres of the latter structures, so that at first

a few fibres, later the greater part, and finally al

the, fibres of the cochlear root are displaced to the

outer side of the restiform body, while the corpus

trapezeideum is displaced to its ventral aspect. 1

Ay-stf- J
Reference to the accompanying diagrams will explain

this process, which was originally suggested by

Held, as occuring in the development of the rabbit's

medulla, but which is now seen also to take place

in the evolution of the vertebrate medulla.

The "dorsal path" of Held is seen during a stage

of this process, at a time when part of the corpus

trapezoideum still lies dorsal to the restiform

body. Held state's that it merely represents a

part of the former tract, which joins the main

body after curving round the corpus restiforme.

The appearance present in the opossum's medulla

suggest that this dorsal path is not,as commonly

said,derived entirely from the anterior acustic.

nucleus, but that it originates in part, in this

form at least, from the tuberculum acusticum also.
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The secondary nuclei of the auditory tract. The

fibres of the corpus trapezoideum and some of the

striae medullares are brought together in relation

to certain nuclei in the ventral portion of the

upper medulla. These nuclei, in the mammals in

which the auditory system is most perfect, are

four in number{-

1. The superior olive.

2. The accessory olive.

3. The nucleus praeolivaris (Cajal).

4. The nucleus of the corpus trapezoideum (Hel

They have already been fully described

(Cajal, Kolliker) as they are seen in the mouse,

the rat and the cat, (page ) and their develop¬

ment in the vertebrate series will now be con¬

sidered.

In the skate, a few cells scattered in the

lateral region of the upper medulla in relation to t

arcuate fibres v/hich represent the corpus trapezoi-

deum^take the place of the future superior olive.
In the teleosts a group of large cells accompanying

the lateral longitudinal bundle bear a close re¬

lation to the dense strand of arcuate fibres from

the eighth nucleus, and are probably analogous to

the olive. In the frog there is a distinct group
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of cells which lies in relation to the lateral fille

when that tract begins to be formed and which is

continued without interruption into the mid-brain

as the lateral fillet nucleus. In the reptile

this group of cells is larger, and continued up¬

wards until the lateral fillet merges in the

posterior corpus quadrigeminum. In birds the cells

constitute a distinct nucleus, which appears as

the lateral fillet is formed, and accompanies it

upwards until the nucleus is merged in the terminal

nucleus of the fillet. Bruce has stated that in

man the lateral fillet nucleus is the upward con¬

tinuation of the superior olive and this statement

is borne out by the conditions found in the lower

vertebrates and described here.

In mammals the superior olive begins to assume

larger proportions. In.the opossum, the rat, the

mole and the calf it is a distinct rounded nucleus,

in the rat it is slightly convoluted. In man the

superior olive is a simpler structure than in the

cat or rabbit, consisting•of a rounded nucleus

with in some cases, a tendency to a convoluted

outline. The appearances in these types are

shown in the accompanying diagram. / i
The .accessory olive is only seen in mammals, and

varies considerably in the various orders. It is
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largest in the animals in which the superior olive

is well-formed, and appears to be a very important

member of this group of nuclei. The peduncle of

the olive rises largely from it in cases where it

is well marked, and many of the fibres of the
♦

corpus trapezeideum and striae medullares end in

relation to it.

The nucleus preolivaris (Figjy^ ) was described by
Cajal who first observed it in the mouse. Its most

important feature is its connection with a large

bundle of collaterals from the corpus trapezeideum

(figwhich enter it and terminate partly among

its cells, and partly among those of the superior

olive. These are specially well seen in the calf

(fig. but are present to some extent in all the

mammals examined.

The nucleus of the corpus trapezoideum is a struc¬

ture which appears first as a small group of cells

near the superior olive in the bird. It is pres¬

ent in all mammals increasing in size as the corpus

trapezoideum becomes more highly developed.
Its minute structure has been very full y described

by Cajal and Held, but its connections are still

obscure. All that can be said definitely is. that

it receives fibres from.and gives fibres to,the

corpus trapezoideum.
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Th e lateral fillet.

This tract forms the central path for the
the

sense of hearing and connects^auditory nuclei, and

the secondary auditory nuclei, with the corpus

quadrigeminum or the analogous nuclei. In all

classes, except the teleostean, it lies in the

lateral part of the medulla and passe.s upwards and

backwards towards the mid-brain, where it terminates

Turner has traced some of its fibres into the

internal geniculate body. The nucleus in which

it terminates, although of very varying appearance

in the different types, is invariable in two

points. It is always in the mid-brain and always

in close relation to the nuclei of the .optic 1 obe

or in mammals, the anterior corpus quadrieeminum.

In the skate the lateral fillet runs in

the lateral part of the medulla and terminates in

the lower part of the optic lobe. In the teleosts

the lateral longitudinal bundle represents the

lateral fillet, and passes upwards to end in the

torus semicircularis of the optic lobe. In the

frog the fillet is in the lateral part of the medul¬

la and ends in relation to a nucleus at the lower pa

of the optic lobe, evidently homologous with the

torus semicircularis. In the .serpent, the tract

ri
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lies in its usual position., but ends in a structure

now seen for the first time, the posterior corpus

quadrigeminum, This body contains a nucleus, the

homologue of the torus semi-circularis of the fishes

and the frog,in which the fillet ends. In the bird
the corpus quadrigeminum has disappeared, and the

lateral fillet ends partly in a small nucleus

which lies at the inner and lower part of the optic

lobe and partly in the ganglion laterale mesencephal

(the homologue of the torus semicircularis?) In

mammals the lateral fillet is greatly increased in

size, and forms one of the most important strands

in the upper medulla and mid-brain. It ends, in

all the mammals examined in a lame and well-formed
i

posterior corpus quadrigeminum, a few of its fibres

passing to the internal geniculate body.

The nucleus of the lateral fillet varies from a

few cells as in the skate, scattered among its

fibres to a distinct nucleus in the bird, accompany¬

ing the tract in its whole length and directly con¬

tinuous with the superior olive. It is well

marked in the lower mammals, but less compact in

appearance in man, where it forms several small

groups among the fibres of the lateral fillet.
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Connections of the lateral fillet nucleus.

A tract connecting; the upper end of the

lateral fillet with the arcuate system at the level

of the oculo-motor nuclei was figured by Bruce and

subsequently described by Koliiker^who states that
it passes into the arcuate system and decussates

dorsal to the decussation of the superior cerebellai

peduncle.

The examination of the medullas of the pigeon and

the opossum proves that this tract is merely the

upper portion of a continuous series of fibres^

which begins as the strand from the superior olive

towards the grey matter of the floor of the

fourth ventricle and the sixth nucleus (the

peduncle of the olive). The fibres continue to

pass in towards the floor of the fourth ventricle

throughout the whole extent of the nucleus but at

the level of the fourth and third nerves it is

greatly increased in size. Some of its fibres

terminate in relation to the grey matter near
ocula-motor

these nuclei, some directly enter the nuclei of
/\

the same side, and some cross the raphe. Those

which cross the middle line end partly in the

opposite oculo-motor nuclei^partly in the -formatio
r

reticularis^where they are lost. This tract in
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certain classes, forms an important connection

between the cochlear nuclei and the oculo-motor

nuclei. It is present in man but not so well

marked as in the opossum the rat or the rabbit.

The oculo-motor nuclei are thus acted upon both by

the. vestibular nerve and by the cochlear nerve.

The former connection travels from Deiters' nucleus

by way of the posterior longitudinal fasciculus

and the latter from the cochlear nuclei by way

of the lateral fillet.
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The vestibular nuclei and their connections.

This system undergoes less modification

than the cochlear system during the evolution of

the vertebrates from the fishes to man, and forms

one of the most permanent and invariable systems of

the medulla, easily recognisable by reason of the

conspicuous character of some of its cells and

fibres.

The vestibular nuclei may be regarded a-s

as two nuclei, an internal and an external, sub¬

divided into four main parts, three of which exist

in all vertebrates, and the fourth only in the birds

and mammals. The four parts as they appear in man

are as follows.

1. D*eltersT nucleus. The cells of Mullers fibres" in (i
r the frog. (In-natmed but present in

birds and reptiles..

2. Bechterew's nucleus. The Uebergangsganglion in
fishes; a small un-named nucleus
in the frog and serpent*,the "nu¬
cleus cerebello-vestibularis" of

birds.

3. The nucleus of the inferior root, known as such in
all vertebrates.

I'i'zfi

( 4. T.The dorsal or main nucletis. Only present in birds
and mammals.

Following the suggestion of Bruce and

Kolliker these nuclei might now be termed the supericf,

f
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middle and inferior external vestibular nucleus^ and

the ieternal vestibular nucleus.

Deiters' nucleus is present in ail vertebrates as

large multipolar cells in the upper and ventral por¬

tion of the vestibular nucleus.

Bechterew's nucleus, or the superior external ves¬

tibular nucleus is analogous to the "nucleus cere-

bello vestibularis" of birds, and to the "Qebergangs-

ganglicn" of fishes. It is present, as yet un-named

in the frog and serpent as scattered cells at the

base of the cerebellum. In fishes it is very large,

and in birds and lower mammals it is also of con¬

siderable size but in amphibia and reptiles and man,

it is only a small group of cells. It thus varies

in inverse ratio tc the size of the cerebellum. ■

.'The nucleus of the' inferior root or inferior external

vestibular nucleus, is formed by the cells which lie

scattered among the fibres of the inferior root. It

is present in all vertebrates in the same position

and showing the same character of cells, viz., multi¬

polar cells of all sizes and shapes. It is almost,

continuous below with the nucleus cuneatus.

The dorsal nucleus appears in birds as a distinct

component of the group of vestibular nuclei. In

birds it begins below in close relation to the in¬

ferior root of the eighth nerve, lying on its inner
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aspect, and accompanying it throughout its extent.

In mammals it occupies the same position, but seems

to send a prolongation downwards between the nuclei

of the hypoglossal and the vagus nuclei,- the nu¬

cleus intercalatus of Sala. It differs from the

other nuclei in appearance, being pale grey and

consisting of numerous small cells with a dense

network of very fine fibres about them. It is

stated that some of the vestibular roots enter this

nucleus (Bruce, Kolliker, Cajal, Gbersteiner),

certainly many fine fibres, both root fibres ana col

laterals,from the inferior vestibular root end among

the cells of the dorsal nucleus.

Prom what has just been said it will be

seen that the vestibular nucleus is fairly constant

in its appearance among the vertebrates, the most

marked variation being in the size of the superior

nucleus;(which as already said varies in inverse

ratio to the size of the cerebellum^ and the ap¬

pearance in birds and mammals of an. internal nu¬

cleus.

The connection of the lateral line nucleus with the

vestibular nucleus has been shown (p. /*/ I ).
This nucleus is only present in the fishes and some

amphibians?- in the teleosts as a dorsal portion of

the common "acustico-lateral^nucleus;- in the
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elasmobranchs and ganoids as two nuclei, a ventral

nucleus similar to that of the teleosts, and a dorsal

nucleus, the "lobus lineae lateralis. In those

amphibia, in which it is present the nucleus bears

the same relation to the nucleus of the eighth nerve

as in teleosts.

The i'htT-a-cerebral' cohnections of the vestibular part,

of the eighth nucleus are also practically constant

throughout the vertebrate series. They are as

follows! -

1. The fibres from Deiters' nucleus to the posteric

longitudinal fasciculus of both sides.

2. The fibres from Dei tors' nucleus to the antero¬

lateral column of the cord.

>

3. The fibres from Deiters nucleus, the dorsal

nucleus and the inferior root to the opposite

median fillet (Bruce) and to the opposite teg-

ment (Ko1iiker).

4. The cerebello-vestibular tract.

The first two tracts have been repeatedly

described, and their existence in all the verte¬

brates examined is beyond doubt. They were known

in the petromyzoh (Ahlborn) The teleost (Mayser)
and the frog (Koppen) as Mullers fibres. They have

been illustrated here in the serpent and the birds.
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(Wallenberg*s experiment has proved beyond question

their existence in the pigeon). Their presence in

the various mammals has been demonstrated here and

elsewhere, and has been figured by Bruce, Kolliker,

P.isien P.ussel and Thomas in the human foetus. They

were easily distinguished in all the vertebrates

examined for this thesis. In some cases where the

formatio reticularis was greatly beset with fibres,

it was not easy to trace them in transverse sections,

but in such cases they were found in the longitudinal

sections.
tfec part o-f

The portion of this tract which enters into
A

connection with the oculo-motor nuclei could not be

definitely determined In lower forms, but Wallenberg

found it degenerated in the pigeon, after injury to

Deiters* nucleus, and it has been proved experimental¬

ly to exist In several of the mammals,—the dog, the

cat, the monkey etc.,, by Thomas, Ferrier and Turner,

P.isien P.ussel and others.

As- there is little or no variation in these

tracts in the different vertebrates there is no

necessity for tracing them through the series.

Any change which may occur in them is merely one of

size. The tracts are small in the classes in which

there is no great demand for an elaborate equilibrat¬

ing mechanism, as in the amphibia, and the reptiles,
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but well marked in those in which the mode of life

requires great equilibrating power as in the bony

fishes, the birds and some mammals.

In birds and mammals it varies greatly in extent ac¬

cording to the habits of the animals, being better

marked in those of active life than in the more

passive forms.

The connections of the lateral line nucleus are not

easily followed, as they are closely associated with

the fibres from the remainder of the eighth nucleus,

but this fact is evidence that the connections of the

two nuclei are the same. The course of the fibres

from the lobus lineae lateralis in the skate in¬

dicates that they follow the paths taken by the

fibres of the vestibular nucleus in other forms, but a

it is not possible to distinguish the course of the

connections of that part of lateral line nucleus

which is so closely connected with the remainder of

the eighth centre in elasmobranchs and teleosts.

The great decrease of the decussation in the dorsal

part of the posterior longitudinal fasciculus and in

the fasciculus itself in the transition from teleost

to frog is further indication that a great number of

the fibres from the lateral line nucleus must adopt

this path.

S, settM- ,
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The cerebellum and its connections.

The close association of the eighth nuclei

and the cerebellum in the fishes has been recently

pointed out by Johnstone, ana Bennet Strcua

in his work on the mammalian cerebellum proves thaf

the latter structure is formed by a backward growth

from the lateral wall of the medulla in the region

of the auditory centre. The cerebellum would thus

represent a secondary out-growth from the auditory

nuclei, -which passes hackv/ards, fuses in the middle

line, ana, as it develops further, assumes the

characteristic plicated arrangement of this organ.

Its growth thus closely resembles that of the other

dorsal nuclei of the medulla and mid-brain. It has

been seen that the lobus vagi, the so-called lobus

trigemini and the auditory nucleus^ when highly

developed^extend backwards and fuse in the middle

line, and that the same process occurs in the posteri|a
corpus guadrigeminum and optic lobes. There is no

doubt that this mode of growth takes place in the

cerebellum and therefore its close connection with

the eighth nucleus is easily explicable. Further

proof of this connection is found in the following

facts;- the eighth nucleus in fishes and some amphibi

is covered by a layer of true cerebellar substance:-

that one of the auditory nuclei in the mammals^the
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tuberculum acusticum tendSj to resume the laminated,

appearance of the cerebellum.* that a lobe of the

cerebellum in higher mammals - the flocculus -

enters into direct connection with several of the

auditory nuclei.

Tlie nuclei of the cerebellum do not appear in the

fishes and are only slightly indicated in the

amphibians and reptiles. In birds there are two

distinct nuclei an internal and an external. In

mammals the external nucleus increases in size and

gradually becomes convoluted until in man it ap¬

pears as a repeatedly convoluted body, the corpus

dentatuili. 'ihe internal or roof nucleus, on the

other hand, tends to grow relatively smaller and

more compact in the higher forms, and, at the same

time, to approach the middle line, until in man the

two roof nuclei are placed, almost close together

in the upper and. ventral part of the cerebellum

which forms roof of the fourth ventricle. Two

smaller nuclei appear in the higher mammals, the

nucleus globosus and the nucleus emboliformis. but

these are now regarded not as separate nuclei, but

as small sub-divisions of the corpus dentatum which

have been cut off from the main nucleus by the pas¬

sage of strands of fibres through it.
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In the bird and the lower mammals these

nuclei are not sharply divided from each other or

form the upper division of the vestibular nucleus.

This relationship,which is very evident in birds,
was recognised by Brandis, and is shown in the

accompanying illustration, not only in the bird,

but in such mammals as the opossum, the mole and

the rat. In the cat the nuclei are much more

distinctly separated, while in the calf the smaller

nuclei have begun to appear, although much less
Of'P'pCHf* / 7<S

evident than in man. (see diagram). These facts
A

tend to support the view.that the cerebellar nuclei

are developed from the auditory nucleus, and become

specialised in proportion to the increased impor- -

tance and number of the afferent and efferent tracts

which connect the cerebellum with other parts.

It is interesting in this connection to note that

the lateral nucleus increases greatly in size and

importance in higher mammals in proportion to the

development of the inferior olivary tract, the

middle and superior cerebellar peduncles, all these

structures being in connection with the lateral

lobes and lateral nucleus. On the other hand the

roof nucleus tends to become relatively smaller,

a fact which may be explained by the diminution

in size of the cerebellc-vestibular tract, The
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corp.us restifoxme in the;birds and higher vertebrates

upwards maintains much the same relative proportion

in all. the medullae examined. Unfortunately there

were no medullae available for examination which

showed a transition stage between the fully-formed

cerebellar nuclei of the bird, and the very rudi¬

mentary nucleus of the reptile,so that no absolute

conclusions as to the derivation of the cerebellar

nuclei from the eighth nuclei can be drawn, although

such a view is strongly suggested.

The cerebellar connections vary greatly throughout

the vertebrate series, and will be discussed briefly

here.

The most important as regards the present

thesis is the cerebello-vestibular tract, and if

this is accepted broadly as the tract between the

superior external vestibular nucleus and the cere¬

bellum, it may be said to be invariably present in

all vertebrates,although it is only in the birds and

mammals that it appears as a well-defined tract.

In lower vertebrates it is diffuse and ill-defined.-

In the fish it is formed by the fibres between the

cerebelle— vestibular, eighth,and fifth nuclei to
the cortex of the cerebellum, and in the amphibian

and reptiles it extends between these nuclei and
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the nucleus of the cerebellum.

In. birds it appears as a very large tract extending

from the vestibular nuclei to the internal nucleus

of the cerebellum. In mammals it arises in the

roof nucleus, curves forwards along the lateral

wall of the fourth ventricle and ends in relation

to the external vestibular nucleus. ' In the lower

mammals it is a larger tract than in man, and

bears a somewhat different relation in position to

the superior cerebellar peduncle. (see p. /3J),
Ferrier and Turner proved that this tract is an

efferent tract from the roof-nucleus of the cere¬

bellum to the vestibular nuclei and Bruce in an as

yet unpublished paper read before the Medico-Chirur

gical Society of Edinburgh, pointed out the great

importance of this tract as a link between the

sensory afferent tracts which end in the cortex

of the middle lobe of the cerebellum and the

vestibulo-spinal tract from Deiters' nucleus. The

connection of these afferent and efferent systems

is completed by the sagittal fibres of the cere¬

bellum which pass between, the cortex and the roof
Pit)0. !3£j- /:*jq

nucleus (see d-i agr-am). The connection thus es¬

tablished between, the peripheral sensory nerves,

the cerebellum, the vestibulo-spinal tract and

the anterior-horn cells is evidently closely con¬

cerned in the maintenance of the equilibrium, a
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view which- is borne out by the intimate connection .

between the nerve from the semicircular canals,

(the vestibular nerve) and belters' nucleus.

The other connections of the cerebellum have been

described as far as is necessary for this thesis

in the account given of the mammalian cerebellum

and will not be further mentioned here.

A table is appended (pgiving a synopsis of

the development of the auditory organ and of its

nerve. From this synopsis some int.eresiip.-g 'con¬

clusions may be drawn:-

1. There is a progressive tendency to division
*

and specialisation of organ and nerves into
V/

two parts, a vestibular and a cochl'e'ar^ concerned
respectively with equilibration and the sense

of hearing.

2. 'ihast the development of the first system (the

vestibular) is directly dependent upon the

life-habits of the animal and varies according

to this factor in different vertebrates, and

even in different species of the same class of

vertebrates. Thus it is well-marked in all

actively-moving creatures^whatever their place
in the scale of life, in bony fishes, in birds

and in such mammals as the rat, the cat ana man.
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It is on the other hand very small in the creep

ing vertebrates,—the cyclostomes,some of the

amphibia and the reptiles.

3. That in these creeping forms, the cerebellum

is also very small.

4. That the cochlear system on the other hand

shows a steady progression throughout the

vertebrate series. In the skate it is a

simple sense organ with an undifferentiated

nucleus - in man it is a marvellously complex

structure - the organ of Corti - with a special

nerve and a complex series of nuclei. The only

exception to this steady progress is in the case of

the reptile, which has a more complicated cochlear

organ than, the bird, and a posterior corpus quadri-

geminum which is not present in the bird. The

cochlear organ of the reptile however, is a differen

organ from that of birds and mammals, and therefore;
the reptile being excepted, the statement is true

that there is a progressive development of the coch¬

lear system from the lower to the higher verte¬

brates. In direct relationship with this in-
organ

creasing, development of the cochlear, there is a
A

growing complexity in its nervous centres and con¬

nections. The nucleus becomes larger and divides

into two, and the secondary connections become
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much more complex. Thus the corpus trapezeideum

develops into a large tract instead of being re¬

presented by a few fibres, the superior olive be¬

comes a convoluted nucleus with accessory nuclei,

the lateral fillet gains steadily in size and its

end-nucleus, the posterior corpus }uadrigeminum?
*

appears, and finally forms a large and conspicuous

structure. (See diagram).

The eighth nerve system is thus seen to

follow the general law that the elements of the

central nervous system vary in proportion to the

development of the parts they supply. It begins as

an undifferentiated single nerve, to a small sense

organ, but as the sense organ develops its parts

and modifies its function, the nerve and nuclei vary

also, passing through many transitional stages to

arrive at the complex nervous mechanism in connec¬

tion with the cochlear and vestibular organs of the

inner ear of mammals.

In conclusion I should like to take this

opportunity of acknowledging my great indebtedness to

Dr. Alexander Bruce, who suggested the subject of

this thesis^and kindly gave me permission to carry

out the practical part of the work in his pathologi¬

cal laboratory at Surgeons' Hall, Edinburgh.
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